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Puskal 
Raoul von Koczalsxi, the boy pianist, will make an 
American tour next season. 
Vladimir de Pachman, the famous pianist, was a 
passenger on the ‘‘Lucania,’' which sailed for Liver¬ 
pool. 
Mr. August Hyllestzd, of Chicago, has been in¬ 
vited lo play at the International Exposition at Antwerp 
m July. 
Mi8s Emma Juch, the favorite soprano, appeared for 
the last time as Miss Juch at the Saengerfest Saturday, 
her marriage following in a few days to Mr. Wellman. 
Mme. Patti, it is said, will make an American tour 
this coming season. She will be under the direction of 
Marcus Mayer, and will reach the United States in De¬ 
cember. 
Mkk. Matcrna, who sailed for Europe recently, will 
return to this country early in January of next year to 
assist in a projected series of Wagner concerts in the 
principal cities. 
Mr. Walter Damrosch has ordered his outfit of 
scenery for “Siegfried” and the “Twilight of the Gods” 
in Yienna. It will.be> sent to the Metropolitan Opera 
House as soon as it is ready. 
Mr.^l K^Vcroil, of the Practice-Clavier, will go to 
Europ'e this month. He will be accompanied by his 
wife and his pupil, Miss Geyer, the pianist, who will visit 
the leading muBic centers before returning. 
It is now definitely decided that Theodore Thomas 
will remain in Chicago. Chicago is in its formative 
period, and ihera are lew men who can mold and develop 
the musical taBte of a people like Mr. Thomas. 
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, the eminent pianist, is now with 
his family at Chautauqua, N. Y., and will remain there 
during J uly and August. He will give ten recitals there 
with Mr. Bernhard Listemann for the Chautauqua 
Assembly. 
W. L. Tomlins, the director of the Apollo Club, has 
reconsidered his resignation in view of the late action 
taken by that organization, and there is no doubt now 
that he will, fora time at least, continue to act as he has 
done for twenty years past. 
Tiie following were elected officers of the' Indiana 
State Music Teachers’ Association, which juBt closed a 
successful meeting at Fort Wayne: President, Max 
Leckner^Jndianapolis; Vice-President, W. £. Brown, 
Kokomo; Secretary, W.J. Stabler, and Treasurer, Miss 
Lillian G. Smith, of Lafayette. The Convention, ac¬ 
cording to all reports, was a success in every Way. The 
papers and discussions were interesting and the concerts 
were particularly enjoyable. 
The degree of A. C. M. has been conferred by the 
College of Musicians, for superior scholarship, upon 
MiBaes Mary Josephine Wiethan, Maud Louise Saun¬ 
ders, of Poughkeepsie, and Jessie Lillian McDonald, of 
Troy, Miss Lmr& Bliss, New York, Miss Christine N. 
Noll, St. Louis, Mp.. N J. Kershaw Sharp, Phila., Pa., 
Miss Julia Ball, Keuka, N. Y., and Hervey Le Wickham, 
Middletown, N. Y. They were examined at Steinway 
Hall last week. The examiners are composed of the 
most eminent artists in America. 
The only temple ever erected in honor of Caecilia, 
the sainted patron of music, was dedicated recently by 
its builders, the St. Csecilia Society, of Grand Rapids. 
The building and lot cost the Society about $55,000, and 
the structure is one of the barest homes possessed by any 
women’s club in the country. It has a handsome front 
of sand colored brick, with terra-cotta trimmings. The 
interior is a model in daintiness and convenience, and 
includes a library, reception parlor, auditorium ahd 
stage, green rooms, dressing-rooms, and a large dancing 
hall. 
The following officers and committees were chosen 
for the ensuing year for the Illinois M. T. A.: President, 
H. 8. Perkins, Chicago; Vice President, August Hylle- 
sted, Chicago; Secretary, C. W. Weeks, Ottawa; Treas¬ 
urer, Florence Jo<ephine Lee, Galesburg) Executive 
Committee. L. Gaston Gottschalk, Chicago; W* F. 
Bentley, Galesburg; Harriet Dement Packard, Bloom¬ 
ington; Programme Committee, 0. R. Skinner, Bloom¬ 
ington; Victor Everham, Chicago; E. DeCam.pt, Chi¬ 
cago. Bloomington was selected as the place for hold¬ 
ing the next meeting—the last of June, 1896. 
* 
For the forthcoming tour of the Seidl Orchestra, 
which will be heard in Chicago and other citieB of the 
United States and Canada during next Beason, negotia¬ 
tions afe pending with the following soloists: Joseffy, 
Mme. Rive-King, Miss Adele Aus der Ohe, pianists; 
Cesar Thomson, the Belgian violinist, now playing in 
London; Sig. Camb&nari, who will assist prior to his 
engagement with Abbey & Grau j Mme. Emma Jnch, 
Mme. Amalia Materna, Mi*s Lillian Blauvelt, Mrs. Julie 
L. Wyman, Emil Fischer, and others. A new work by 
Dvorak and compositions by prominent American and 
European composers are promised performances. 
FOREIGN. 
Richard Strauss is at work on a new opera. 
Slivinrki is giving pianoforte recitals in London. 
Eugen d’Albert has completed a new three-act grand 
opera. 
London is just now undergoing an epidemic of musi¬ 
cal prodigies. 
Smetana's “ The Bartered Bride” has been sung 2C9 
times at Prague. ♦ 
A Handel Festival was given in Crystal Palace, Lon¬ 
don, June 26th, 27th, and 29ih. 
The Paris Conservatory does not admit women to the 
classes in composition. 
W. T. Best, the Liverpool organiBt, has retired upon 
a pension of $1000 a year. 
Wilhelmj, the violinist, together with his sou, a bari¬ 
tone singer, has taken up his residence in London. 
^ Saint-Saens sojourns at present in Algiers, where he 
intends to finish the incomplete opera, “ Briinhilde,” 
by Guirand. «. 
Paderewski has contributed ^000 francs to the fund 
for erecting a moDnment to Chopin at his birthplace, 
Zelazowa Wola, in Poland. 
For the 268 operatic performances in Gamborg last 
year there were held 2844 rehearsals, or an average of 
eleven for each presentation. 
J. L. Molloy, the so'bg writer, is an English barrister, 
who divides his time between his profession and music, 
which he considers a recreation. 
Verdi has undertaken to remedy the weakness of the 
third act of “ Othello ” for its next production in Paris 
by writing a new march and a new ballet. 
Johann Strauss will celebrate his fiftieth year of 
activity as a leader on October 16th at Vienna. Prepa¬ 
rations are going on to make this a memorable event. 
The novelties at the next operatic season in Trieste 
will include Massenet’* “Manon,” Massa’s “Eros,” 
agner’s “Flying Dutchman,” and Berlioz's “Faust.” 
X 
^.t Dresden there has recently been celebrated the 
feOOth performance of “ Der Freischutz.” It was at 
Dresden that the opera was first produced, on January 
26, 1822. 
Jean de Reszkr is paid $1000 a night for his appear¬ 
ances during the Covent Garden season. The sum is 
mentioned as the largest ever received in England by an 
operatic tenor. 
Siegfried Wagner, the only son of the composer, 
has resolved to return to London in November to direct 
a Wagner concert. Herr Wagner, who is 26 years of 
age, is one of the few conductors who wield the baton 
with the left hand. 
Palestrina’s tercentenary of his death will be cele¬ 
brated^ in Italy. Many cities are making snitable prepa¬ 
rations. At Milan one concert has already taken place, 
and in Parma five are being arranged, with programmes 
of the old composer'8 works. 
Gounod’s widow, his son, and son-in-law are prepar¬ 
ing a memorial volume on the great composer, which 
f* 
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will consist of the fragmentary manuscripts he left be¬ 
hind, some of them being of an autobiographical nature, 
and of a part of hia correspondence. ,' 
. Lohengrin was played for the hundredth time in 
Paris not loDg ago, apd for those who remember the 
disgraceful scenes amidst which the opera was first per¬ 
formed in the summer of 1892 it was both curious and 
satisfactory to note how vociferously the audience, fill¬ 
ing every Beat in the house, applauded Wagner’B music. 
The report comes from an authentic source that 
among Meyerbeer's legacy has been found a melodrama, 
“ La Jeueesae de Goethe,” also many youthlul compo¬ 
sitions, psalms, etc., and especially may be mentioned 
a conglomeration-Dl compositions which originated dur¬ 
ing the time that “ L'Africaine ” was under construc¬ 
tion, but were not used in this opera. 
The following order of arrangements is being observed 
at Bayreuth during the Wagner festival: “ Parsyfal,’1 July 
19th. 23d, 26th, and 29th and August 2d, 6ih, 9th, 16th, 
and 19th ; “ LoheDgrin,” July 20.h and 27th and August 
8d. 10th, 12th, and 16ih ; “ Tanuhauser,” July 22d and 
80th and August 6th, 13th. and 18th. The festival closes 
with a performance of “ Parsifal,” August 19th. 
Verdi’ next work will not be an opera, but a series 
of sacred pieces. Eight of these compositions, prayers 
to the Madonna, written mostly for Chorus k Capella, 
areready for the engravers. Dr. Bulco has supplied the 
words. A fall mass, also without accompaniment, will 
follow. Verdi is not known as a church composer, but 
in his youth he wrote a Stabat Mater, now completely 
forgotten, and a quantity of other mnsic for the pur¬ 
poses of divine service. 
The late Mme. Alboni, the famous contralto, left 
some very handsome legacies to the poor of Paris. 
Among her bequests are a fund to provide forty savings 
bank books ol $60 each every year to poor and deserving 
boys and girls, without distinction of religion or nation¬ 
ality, and $20,0u0 ro lound beds in Paris hospitals for 
Italian patients. The principal of an unnuity of $7500 
a year is to revert alter death of the recipient to the city 
of Paris. 
Carl Rkinecke recently celebrated at Leipsic the 
seventieth amrfteraary ol his birthday. The “bearer 
_of classic tradition,” wbo is located at Leipsic as con¬ 
ductor of the once famous Gewandbausroncerts and 
"first teacher of the piano at*the once-famous Leipsi'c 
Conservatory of Music since 1860, received the numer¬ 
ous and partially most flittering congratulations ol hosts 
of friends, former pupils, and others in ihe very best of 
health and spirits. May he long continue to enjoy 
thgra I % 
Active preparations are going on for the production 
of Rubinsiein’B ‘•Chrisms” Bremen. Dr Loewe, 
of Breslau, has been eummoued to direct. In a circular 
issued by the managing committee, it is slated that the 
composer is especially desirous oi having this work, the 
masterpiece of his life, produced at Bremen, the home 
of the poet Bluthaupt. Loewe will be the practical 
director of the undertaking, will engage the artists, see 
to the costumes, e c., while Bremen will supply the or¬ 
chestra and chorus of 260. Dr. Bluthaupt will superin¬ 
tend the mise en sefene. 
At a recent sale of musical autographs, in Berlin, the 
original of Weber's “ Invitation to the Dance” fetched 
8003 marks. This manuscript was for many years in the 
market at 300 marks without finding a purchaser. At 
the eale in q eation, fifty sheets of sketches by Beetho¬ 
ven were aold for 1850 marks; a song, ‘lAntigone," by 
Schubert, fetched 460 marks; Glucks sketches to 
“ Iphigenia in Tauris," 1610 marks; an Aria for bass, 
by Moztrt, 1376 marks; a sacred song, “Icb batte 
meine Zaversicht,” by J. S. Bach, 350 marks; a frag¬ 
ment from Haydn’s opera ‘‘L'laola diaabitata,” 625 
marks ; draft* of two letters of Wagner's, 185 and 140 
marks respectively; and last, not least, the portrait of 
Mozart,‘drawn from life, by Doris Btock, 1610 marks. 
Most of these treasnres were purchased by Dr. Max 
A^dams. the proprietor of the great publishing house of 
C. F. PeterB, of Leipzig, lo be added to the free library 
which he lately opened iu that town. 
MEETING OF THE M. T. IT. A. AT SARATOGA. 
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zations who otherwise would have attended. The t 
opinion prevails that the Association has taken on new 
life, and will go on with the great work in which it has 
hitherto been so great and successful a factor, the eleva-* 
tion of muBic&l art. Hereafter more attention will be 
given to the social part of the meetings. 
The Detroit Philharmonic Club contributed largely to 
the interest of the concerts. 
The essays were not as numerous as heretofore, but of 
a good grade. One novel feature was the historical lec¬ 
ture by M. Steinert and the exhibition of his antique 
instruments—a clavichord, spinet, harpsichord, three 
concert grand pianos made in 1760 to 1780, and a piano- 
violin made by'Baudet in Paris in 1866. 
Carlton C. Mitchell, of Boston, gave an interesting 
essay upon “ The Modern Organ,” with illustrations of a 
new system of voicing and construction. 
Mr. Krehbiel, musical critic of the New York JVibune, 
gave an address of special interest upon “Art Music in 
America.” 
At the business meeting it was decided to hold the 
meeting of 1895 in St. Louis, and the following officers 
and committees were elected : — 
President, Albert A. Stanley, of Ann Arbor, Mich. ; 
Secretary, H. S. Perkins, of Chicago ; Treasurer, Adolph 
M. Foerster, of Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Executive Committee—August W&ldoner, St. Louis ; 
Ernest R. Kroeger, St. Louis; Emilio Agramonte, New 
York. 
Programme Committee—Joseph Otten, St. Lonis; 
August Hyllestpd, Chicago ; A. J. Gantvoort, Cincinnati. 
Committee on American Compositions—Robert Bon- 
.Aier, of Providence, R. I. ; John A. Brockhoven, of Cin¬ 
cinnati; Emil Liebling, of Chicago ; Wilson G. Smith, 
alternate, Cleveland. • 
Auditing Committee--W. Waugh Lauder, of Chicago ; 
Henry Harding, Freehold, N. J. ; M. I. Epstein, of St. 
Louis. 
VASSAS GRADUATES AT A. 0. M. EXAMI¬ 
NATIONS. 
Novello. Ewer & Co., 
521 EAST l-Tth STREET 
(3 Doors West of Broadway), 
NEW YORK. 
Miss Maude L. Sanders, Jessie L. Macdonald, May 
J. Wiethan. and Caroline M. Ferris (theory), graduates 
of Vassar College Department of Masic, ’94, and Miss 
Laura A. Bliss, teacher of the piano at Vassar, captured 
“ honors ” at the recent examinations conducted by the 
American College of Musicians. “ First honors ” (an 
average in all departments of over 90 per cent.) were 
awarded Misb Sanders and “second honors” to Misses 
Macdonald, Wiethan, Ferris, and Bliss. Second honors 
implies over 80 to 90 per cent, average. To “ pass,” the 
candidate for A. C. M. degrees must make a minimum 
average of 76 per cent. The candidate is examined in 
piano playing, on piano pedagogics, harmony, counter¬ 
point, form, terminology,1' acoustics, and history of 
music. As iB well-known, the examinations are severe 
and impartial. These young ladies, except Miss Bliss, 
were prepared in the theory and history classes of Pro¬ 
fessor Bowman at Vassar College, and Bhow conclusively 
the high standards aimed at in that institution of learn¬ 
ing. The excellence of their piano playing is due in 
large measure to Miss Jessie Chapin and Miss L. A. 
Whitney, two of the corps of piano teachers in professor 
Bowman’s department at Vassar. 
Sole Agents in thI United-States Fob 
MESSES. lfOVELLO, EWES A CO., 
CHAPPELL A CO., 
ROBERT COCKS A CO., 
J. B. CR/LMER AJj6^\ 
HOPWOOD A CREW, 
HUTCHING^ R0HER, 
J. A J. H0PXINS0H, 
of London. England. 
EDITED, ARBANGKD IN GROUPS. AND THE FTNOKBINO 
REVISED AND SUPPLEMENTED BY 
FRANKLIN TAYLOR. 
This Collection of Studies iB intended to illustrate the 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte 
technique, and to provide students with the means of 
attacking and overcoming the different special difficul¬ 
ties which have to be encountered. (With lirt^ gigy, the 
Studies have been arranged in groups, tnosein eacn # 
group being placed in progressive order and having 
reference to some one particular difficulty.) The greater 
part of the Stodies themselves have been selected* 
from the standard works of the most eminent 
Study-writers, and with these are included numerous 
otherd which, though of equally great prActicul utility, 
have hitherto been less generally accessible. 
1. I'lVK-HKGFR UTriHEN .—.Parti а. “ ••  ** 
S. RCAUA .......Part 1 
4. •*  •• a 
O. HROKKK CHORI1N.-.Part I 
б. ** ••  ’* 2 
7. ** “ . -. “ 3 
*. M .-. . - 4 
9. “ •* .....-.... “ 5 
10. ME FT HA.VI)-.-.-.Part 1 
11. ** **  •• a 
12. “ « ..—.. 4* 3 
. ** 4 
14. ARPEGGIO ...-..7.Part I 
15. “  ” 2 
16. “ .7*. “ 3 
17. VELOCITY ...—...Part I 
1H. “  ** 2 
19. “ .-.-. “ 3 
20. “ .-.~......!. “ 4 
21. **  
22. “ .—...- 
a*. ** ...-.. 
The essays were of an unusually hig’h order of merit. 
The members in attendance were enthusiastic. No 
radical departure from the original purposes of the As¬ 
sociation, was-agreed npon. But it was generally con¬ 
sidered wise to in the future omit the festival and 
orchestra features of past meetings, and confine the 
work to educational lines. This does not throw out the 
recitals and concerts by soloists, however. The attend¬ 
ance was not large, in part caused by the railroad strike 
in the West, ana somewhat by the hard times. State 
associations, doubtless, drew manj^p the local organi- 
—Are you properly appreciated ? Is there a feeling, 
of which you have never dared to speak to any one; that 
you are under-rated? Possibly the majority of mnsic 
teachers know what that feeling is. The art of music is 
so great, and people know so little about it, that we feel 
we bave something great within us which re not. placed' 
at its fall value—that we are not understood. There is 
no objection to having that feeling, but what is one to do 
about it? Masicians must be appreciated. There is 
only one way to bring that about. Develop the germ of 
music in you until it absorbs yonr whole being, yonr mind 
&Dd body^and is so clearly defined that when it speaks 
forth through the body it will speak with no uncertain 
sound, and the musical art will so -make you grow that 
yon will not care whether you are appreciated or not. 
You will have so much to do in yonr chosen calling that 
yon will not have time to find oat whether you are ap¬ 
preciated or not. If you are now feeling the disappoint¬ 
ment arising from lack of appreciation of your merit, 
thank God for that and consider it His call to come up 
to & higher sense in the Art of Music.—F. H. Tubba. 
__ “ 7 
_Part I 2 1. FIGLKEN IN M.UI E.MfF. 
25. “ “  “ * 
26. BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS*. AND OC¬ 
TAVE *. Pari I 
27. BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS*. AND OC¬ 
TAVES.-...-. “ 2 
28. SHAKES.-.-.-.-.Par* 1 
sol “ » » 






40. REPETITION AND TREMOLO. Pari 
4*. PART.PLAYIIfG .Part 1 
47. ACCOMPANIED MELODY ..-.Part I 
48*. “ “ ...—• ** * 
49. EXTENSIONS AND SKIPS.-.-....Pari 1 
OO. “ ** ** ..-.. ** * 
Ol. RHYTHM.v-...p*.r* * 
riFTY-TWO BOOKS, PRICE 50 CTS. EACH. 
NOVELLO, EWER & CO., 
21 EAST litli STREET (8 Doors West of Broadwaj), 
NEW YORE. 
<r 
THE PHILADELPHIA SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL. 
The enrollment was unexpectedly large, and would 
have fieen much larger if many were not deterred from 
undertaking the journey by the railroad strikeB. Nearly 
every etate in the Union was represented. There were 
three members from Texas. The fine buildings of the 
A University of Pennsylvania were secured for the sehool 
by the kind help of Dr. H. A. Clarke. The thick stone 
walls were a marked protection against the heat oi the 
two warm waves that passed over the city during the 
session of the school. 
There was a general expression of the opinion among 
the students that they had secured a great Btock of valu¬ 
able and practical ideas and a better skill with which to 
work in their future teaching. Many remarked that they 
would now work with greater confidence in themselves, 
and with a feeling of surety that they were teaching the 
Mason Technic correctly, and that they were now sure 
of their ideas of the right teaching of phrasing and ex¬ 
press n. The many recitals furnished ^-model for finer 
work, and gave Invaluable ideals of artistic playing. 
The subtle art of touch and tone-color was made so clear 
that each could feel that this was now their own in a way 
that they could teach it, successfully. The ways of pre¬ 
senting teaching subjects received much attention in the 
instruction, and this feature was very popular, because 
it showed how to do successful work, how to get the best 
results from pupils in the shortest time, and with the 
least work. Every student was at fullest liberty to ask 
questions regarding his needs, doubts, and wants, and 
this privilege was fully exercised, resulting in a full 
clearing up of doubts into realities for next year’s work. 
Many of the lectures were not formal, but wereUargely 
answers to questions growing out of the subject as pre¬ 
sented by the lecturer, each studeut being free to ask 
further light' upon that subject and to call for illustra¬ 
tions. In Dearly every lecture the piano or the voice in 
song was freely used for illustrations, and several were 
as much recitals as lectures. The staff of teachers were 
from the most grilled in the art of teaching in our couu 
try, and they, from their full experience, presented prac¬ 
tical subjects in a practical way, such &b the students 
withed and needed, to more fully fill out their equip¬ 
ment as first-class teachers. The result was a broaden¬ 
ing of musicianship and a larger outlook upon the great 
art of music and in presenting it to pupils. 
To give an idea of the subjects and work presented, 
we insert the following as a Bample of one day's doingB. 
8 A. M. Private lessons. 9 A. M. Class lessons and 
beginning Harmony. 10 A. M. Art of Teaching, by 
Charles W. Landon. 11 A. M. Lecture by Dr. Win. 
Mason- 12 Mi 'A lecture by Dr. H. G. Hancbett, 
subject: Criticising, Training and Teaching, in Relation 
to Musical Education. 2 to 6 P. M. Class and Private 
lessons. 5 P. M. Advanced Harmony. 8 P. M. Lec¬ 
ture by Mr. L. C. Elison, on German Song, from the 
Historical and Critical Standpoints. Mr. Elison gave 
many illuatrai ions, anrKftB he iB a fine singer as well as a 
superior speller, his five lectures were especially popu¬ 
lar, instructive and pleasing. N 
Without giving dates, and hours, the four weeks pre¬ 
sented the following lectures, recitals, etc. Class and 
private lessons were given each day as indicated above. 
Seven lectures on, How to Understand Music, aud on 
Phrasing and Expression, by W. S. B. MathewB. Five 
lectures on the History of Song, Folksong, National 
Songs, Church Music, and the Development of ihe 
Emotional Content of Song, by L. C. Elison. Four 
lectures on Touch and Technic, and How to Practice, by 
Dr. Win. Mason. Dr. Mason, to the great delight of all, 
gave two piano recitals. This feature was a surprise, 
r~ and of it many remarked, that they were more than re¬ 
paid for all the expense incurred in the enjoyment and 
instruction gained in listening to his wonderful technic, 
and especially in the ideal tone-quality, touch and soul¬ 
ful expression of hia playing. The writer has heard 
about every p-anist of no'ability playing in this country 
for the last thirty years, including Paderewski, yet it was 
Dr. Mason who showed the greatest powers of expression 
and finest lone quality. His playing was'a revelation on 
the possibilities of emotional powpr in the p:anoforte. 
Four lectures were given by Dr. H. G. Hanchett; the 
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first as above, the second, Musical Values; third, Accent 
and Ecnpb&si? in Music ; fourth. Methods of Musical 
Study other than Practice. Dr. Hanchett also gave four 
superb piano lecture recitals which were full of practical 
instruction and highly enjoyable. Each of his lectures 
contained illustrative pieces upon the piano. One of 
the most appreciated features of the school were the 
three lectures by the Rev. E. E. Ayers, upon Art in its 
Relations to Modern Life, and his lecture upon Mozart. 
There is a magnetism in this speaker which makes 
him especially delightful, and his treatment of subjects 
iB intellectually broad, and masterful. Mr. Charles W. 
Landon gave six lectures, four upon the Art of Teach¬ 
ing Music, and two upon the Underlying Principles of 
Mason’s System of Technics, illustrated and applied at 
the piano, in the securing of musical effects. These 
were considered particularly helpful and practical. Dr. 
H. A. Clarke gave three fine lectures, one each on, 
Scales, Historically and Theoretically Considered; the 
Theory of Sound in its Relation to Music ; Rhythm, both 
Poetical and Musical. Mr. 0. D. Bacheller gave three 
lectures; Ear Training; Rhythm of Nature; and 
Teaching Little C^^^Kn. Mr. J. C. Fillmore gave 
three lectures; Jjhtfi: Training, Religious Music of the 
Omaha Indians ; Does Music Describe? Wm. H. Sher¬ 
wood gave two Artist Recitals of wonderful playing. 
A noted critic present affirmed, that technically con¬ 
sidered hi8 playing fully equalled anything he bad ever 
heard by Paderewski, and from the tonal and expressive 
standpoint, it equalled Paderewski as he was usually 
heard; only on exceptional occasions, was Paderewski 
known to excel in these particulars. The two rec'tals 
were red-letter days in the history of American Piano¬ 
forte playing. The Etude is glad to announce Mr. Sher¬ 
wood will give more time and attention in the future to 
concert playing. Our country is to be congratulated 
upon this promise. Mr. Frederic W. Root gave two 
Lectures, one on Harmony in Short Lessons to Piano 
and Vocal Classes ; and one on Sight Singing for Piano 
Pupils. Mrs. Gregory-Murray, gave two Lecture- 
Recitals which were particularly instructive in the lines 
of Interpretation and Expression, and in How to Study 
and What to Teach. Mr. A. K. Virgil gave a lecture on 
the Practice Clavier and his Methods of Teaching, with 
illustrations at fhe piano by a jmpil, twelve years old, of 
Philadelphia. Mr. M. Donty gave a delightful Song) 
Recital, the programme including compositions of many 
styles, not the least interesting, some songs of his own. 
Mr. Boarst gave two Organ Recitals of great merit, and 
of special value to the many organ players in the sum¬ 
mer school. Miss Virginia Peck saqg in several pro¬ 
grammes, selections of the best music with an excep¬ 
tionally beautiful and well cultivated voice, in a most 
finished style, to the greatdelight'of her critical audiences. 
Sunday Morning, July 1st, there was a special service in 
the Swedenborgian Church, 22d and Chestnut Streets, 
by Edward Everett Hale. Sunday Morning, July 15th, 
there was a special 6ermon for the Summer School in 
St. Stephen’s (Church, lOlh Street above Chestnut, 
where there was superb music by the celebrated choir ot 
W. W. Gilchrist. A special feature of value and interest 
wa9 a Schubert Song Recital by Miss M. N. Hyssong, 
with critical and instructive remarks by Dr. H. A. Clarke. 
On Saturday Morning, July 14th, the school visited the 
great music printing honse where the mnsip^f the Etude 
is engraved on plates and printed on/stone, at Vine 
Street. There were several lectures and historical ex¬ 
cursions in connection with the Sommer School of the 
University Extension Society. Dr. Divine, president of 
this society, being especially liberal and kind, in many 
valuable privileges offered the members of the music 
school. On Thursday evening of the last week of the 
Bchool, July 28th, there was an enjoyable Pupils’ Reci¬ 
tal and Reunion of Teachers and Students. 
The students were industrious in taking notes on all 
occasions, during lesson taking, lectures, class lessonB 
and rocitahi, and in the numerous private consultations 
with the large staff of teachers, the papils availed them¬ 
selves of the privilege of asking questions, and in the 
answers the classes secured a great amount of valuable 
and practical information for their future teaching work. 
—It is easier to run down than to build up. 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
In teaching, there should be a careful attention given 
to making the impressions of the subject taught enter 
deep infcp the min& of thd pupil. This is done by clear 
and pointed statement, and with the help of illustrations 
that really. illustrate. Before the pupil leaves the 
presence of his teacher, he Bhonld he made to give a 
correct example of the subject under consideration, that 
the teacher may know if further help and instruction is 
necessary. This kind of teaching requires clear think¬ 
ing on the teacher’s part, and a getting at the “ Enlight¬ 
ening facts ” of the subject under consideration. 
Tbs pupil in lesson taking should first of all give 
an undivided and intelligent attention to the instruc¬ 
tions of his teacher, and make an effort to fully 
understand all that was Baid, and in order to do this, he 
should not be shy of asking questions, and for further 
help and illustrations, until he fully understands the facte 
presented. One truth fully jnderstood is worth thou¬ 
sands, but half taken in by the mind. No mistake is 
more common among pupils than that of being satisfied 
with fragments of truth and morsels of half-knowledge. 
The fond of fact, learned at a lesson iB to be measured 
only by the fullness of the understanding of the matter 
taught. 
* * 
« * * 
In practice,it is the momentary work being fully brought 
np to yonr highest ijjeal, and fullest knowledge of what 
is rijjht that makes fine performers. It is not the num¬ 
ber of hours practiced, bnt the amount of thought and 
careful quality of the work done that is to be counted. 
There should never be a note played, which is not under 
the direct control of either* the will or the musical 
consciousness. Brainless practice is a waste of time, and 
a harm to true musical development. Exercises and 
scales, and arpeggios, 6tudes and pieces must all’ come 
under-this dominion of mind over movement. In tech¬ 
nic, it is how the fingers touch the keys, the tone quali¬ 
ties produced, the rhythm and accents, together with 
critical listening ; and with music, it is playing of phrases 
rather than single notes, and making all truly expressive 
and with a critical listening to effects, and full feeling of 
the content and expression. To play musical thought 
with feeling, and not notes with brainless mechanician! 
should be the pupil's higher aim. 
The Manual Labor of Compositjqn.—Tt iB hard for 
us to realize the amount of laborious writing and copying 
there is for a composer to do before be has his manu¬ 
script ready for the printer. The manual labor neces¬ 
sary is enough to deter one from composition, even were 
he gifted with the composing ability. A good way for 
the student to appreciate this is to try copying in a clear, 
exact band a few pages of complicated marie, or, better 
still, transposing a few pieceB from one key into another. 
Beethoven, although averse to details, and though not 
as profuse with his signs of expression and nuance as 
gome composers, has given us in his manuscripts an ex¬ 
ample of care and exactness as well as deep thought and 
continned study. * -v® 
In his overture in C, Op. llS-f&e manuscript of which, 
by the way, he sold to a London publisher for $75), be¬ 
sides the labor of writing the mere notes it was no incon- 
considerable task to properly indicate the dynamic effects 
intended. For instance, the sign ff. occurs in this score 
moret£han fifteen hundred times, and besides this there 
are InJodreds of ot^er signB such as p., piu.,/•> m-i 
fff, sfp.y sfpp., crea.y dim., etc. 
It means something besides God given genius to be a 
great composer—something more than the ability to im¬ 
provise music. It means days and years of slavish toil. 
—W. F. Gates. 
—The class of music played bv the Hungarian Gyp¬ 
sies is distinct and utterly unlike that of any other 
people. These untutored artists, are supposed to have 
originally come from the Nile. Is it possible, that their 
weird hat fascinating music is an echo of iha* of cul¬ 
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G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK, 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 
PIECES AS STUDIES. 
SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY. 
Works FOE THE PIANOFORTE. 
REVISED AND FINGERED 
BY 
O-A-IRL 
WALTZES (Vol. 27) and NOCTURNES (Vol. 30). 
PRICE 50 CENTS. PRICE 7B CENTS. 
(Otber Volume* In Preparation.) 
The name of the competing editions of Chopin’* work* is legion. 
Many of theae edition* are incomplete in one way or another; few can 
claim the proud distinction <if being (even ae far on limy go I truly failli- 
ful transcript* of the great muelciau # original conceptions and inten¬ 
tions. Traditional teDels concerning details of interpretation are apt. 
especially after the lapse of nearly hall a century, to become uol only 
▼ague, but tinged to n greater or leeaer degreo by individual teuiperu 
moat luidtbiaa. Further information gathered at second hand can never 
bear the name convincing weight as teaiiiimuy from the master s own 
word* amt writing*. Eveu Klindwarthpwhoae Chopin edition is no 
justly praised, never heard Chopin play at all, he could not drink at 
tile louutuin head, and had perforce to make up for this great lack by 
an asiiduoui, collation of printed ami mmiuscript sources ami hearsay 
evidence, aided, it mu»t be admitted, by his thorough musical and 
s|>ccial pianistic training, and by iudupu table natural gifts. 
Carl Mikuli, the editor of the present edition, eryoyed the inestimable 
advantage, during a four-year*' aojiinrn in Paris, of receiving iil&trnc 
lion front Chopin himself,atuilyiug the piano-works under their auUiur'a 
personal stt|»ervi*ion, the painstaking character of which is evidenced by 
the numerous marginal uotes, etc., wriiteii by Chopin's baud in 
Mikuli's student-copirs of his music. The latter’s o»u works-discover 
him to tie a pianist and musician of high aims and fine attainments, 
yet not posaessed of A personality m> pnian&ut ai might perchance lead 
him, however ubcoosciously, to ubicure by uuy veil of individualism 
the original lustro of Chopin’s gi-niiie. Theie is no reason to doubt 
that hia edition of these comiamitimia is a clear and uodirtortfd reflec¬ 
tion ol that master nilnd The very fingering - aiid Chopin's teehnhpie 
marks an era in pianoforte-playing—i« given in accordance with hia 
express directioun. U in unnecessary to dilate on the im|Hjnnut 
influence which a corroct fingering exercises on phrasing and general 
expression. 
In consideration of these peculiar advantages, the Mikuli edition baa 
been adopted m loading Kurupean conservatories. United with all the 
well-known excellence* wherein Scliirmor's Library stands preeminent, 
it may be confidently iwsortcd that this new Mikuli edition of Chopin’s 
pianoforte-work* i* not simply uuexrelled, but unrivaled by any otber; 
8*ud nevertheletm, it is furnished ut a lower price than any foreign 
edition. The poetic biographical sketch of Chopin by Philip Halo (in 
Vol. '27). is » charming introduction to tite series, further volumes of 
which will soon apjwur. 
Major C and His Friends. 
BY 
GRACE S. DUFF. 
PRICE, CLOTH. 11.00 
A wsll-dennajl and powerful trend in modern educational progress is 
ths endeavor to render methods of learhing more attractive, especially 
to the very young instructors are increasingly will ng to present 
fundamental law* in a fashion so simplified, t. e , Strip; ed of abstract 
reasoning, as to appeal directly and forcibly to a child s intelligence. 
Instruction is confbined with amusement; the youthful mind is inter¬ 
ested by the manner of presenting simple facts, wad readily retains the 
Substance of information conveyed in so agreeable a form. 
In her preface the authoress Mates that this little work baa grown 
out of her own and others' experience in teaching the rudiments of 
barmooy. Revcr.-iug this statement, wo obtain the wiae old Baling: 
Bxperientia- docet; and it really seems as If Mi-s Duff s experience with 
children had taught her to deviee a ready aud charming method for 
- smoothing the rough path of musical theory before little, sturahliog 
f««t,—a method, too, which poeseeace the additional advantage of beiag 
adapted either for classes or single pupils. 
After a prefatory chapter on the grand symphony of natural sound* 
and colors, the major scales, beginning with Major (5, are aptly intro¬ 
duced os •• families ” of tones—frolicsome children, kept in order by the 
head of each family. Major 0, D, and the rent The jin ger-ext^cist* are 
the games played by these youngster* ; the structure of the scales is 
illustrated by pretty wood-cut*; and the several step* are explained in 
an easy, conversational tone, the language never rising above childish 
comprehension. Arriving at the minor scales, the families of Mrs. A 
MLnor and her friends, these family heads are introduced to us as poor 
widowed relatives of the several Majors, their sorrowful estate furnish¬ 
ing a sufficient reason for their melancholy mood. The pupils are thus 
led, step by step, op to simple triad* and their inversions 
Teachers of smalj_cl)ildreii will find Otis an interesting booklet, whose 
value la mihHtftecTbythe numerous original woodcut* and bold, clear 
type 
For Sale by all Music Dealers. 
The Monthly Bulletins issued by G. 8ohirxner are 
invaluable to all interested in Music. Will be sent free 
to any address. 
)V. 8. B MATHEWS. 
FirBt lhose which (ire musical, and are studies in 
musical effect; and, Second studies which are written 
as preparations for some musical effect (or more often 
key board effect) already existing in the work of some 
reputable writer. The latter almost alwayB miss the 
essential point, and, while seeming to prepare the hand 
for the effect in queBtioD, nevertheless fail of inducing 
the inner condition (mpntal) upon which Ihe effect 
nearly alwayB depends. For example, when one plays 
a Liszt cadenza, it appears primarily to be a question of 
certain chords, scales, or passages, which can be "ana¬ 
lyzed and the elements taught in detail. But wbeD you 
come to apply this to the cadenza itself, you find to your 
dissatisfaction that *it has not worked, the cadenza re¬ 
maining about as difficult as before. The cadenza at the 
. end of the first part of Liszt's *' Rigolelto” isf* case in 
point—the chromatic scales playea by the hands inter¬ 
locking. This has to go like a whirlwind, and it finally 
comes te a mental conception far more than a question 
of hand and finger. 
The eame is true of studies for canonic work,, and in 
thematic imitation, such as the elaboration in a sonata 
requires. Any second rate writer preparing a set of 
studies for this kind of work would inevitably miss the 
something belonging to a spontaneous exercise of this 
type of musical thought, and miBs it to such a degree 
that the student would be but little farther aloDg after 
playing the whole book. 
Every experienced teacher will agree with me that the 
playing of a pupil accustcrtned to spend all or nearly all 
her time npon exercises and studies having merely the 
form of pieces without their spirit, is far less musical 
and spontaneous than that of those accustomed to play¬ 
ing a variety of welLwritten compositions. 
Nevertheless, the Btudy has certain advantages which 
come more easily to it than to a piece. The prime ad¬ 
vantage of this kind is the serious lone of mind in 
which the pupil approaches it. A study iB taken as a 
duty, aud practiced as duty; a piece iB primarily pas¬ 
time, aud if practiced as pastime, but little more than 
pastime will come out of it. What iB the solution of 
this difficulty? la it that we muBt go on-relying upon 
studies for all the serious part pf the pupil’s work? 
Not at all. We must contrive to bring to the acquisition 
of pieces the same good qualities of mental attention and 
seriousness that come of their own accord in the case of 
studies. When this is 'done, and when the subject- 
matter of the lessons is intelligently diversified for shap¬ 
ing the playing, ia order to modify it in this direction or 
the other, the pieces will be found to afford much more 
profitable material for study than “Etudes,” by no 
raaMer how many eminent writers—always excepting 
the Chopin works. 
The teacher who undertakes to forward the student by 
the use of pieces, without other help than technical ex¬ 
ercises, immediately encounters the difficulty of collect¬ 
ing a suitable repertory of material. We have no graded 
lists of pieces which are of real use to the teacher. In 
fact, a list is of but little use. The pupil *ust learn his 
tools, as the handicraftsman knows hia tools. Every¬ 
thing depends upon how you use a tool, for this will 
determine the result you get from it quite as surely 
as the mere fact that it has been made for cutting or 
plauiDg or Bcraping. Many a backwoodsman has done 
things with an axe and a drawing knife which the books 
would easily have told him are possible only by the aid 
of certain implements. 
There are pieces which the student likes on first hear¬ 
ing. These, as a n4&, are of but little use to him. It 
is like the friend yotwnay'make in an instant. The 
, chances are that yon will lose him as quickly. Friend¬ 
ship is a plant of year’s growth. There are>other pieceB 
of a hidden beauty which all the world had to grow up 
to, such as the works of Schumann, Chopin, and the 
like'.' To expect a student of tender years to like one of 
these is wrong What we need is to select the piece 
with reference to its compatibility with the student’s 
temperament or possibilities, and then assign it as study 
at the proper moment. As study, it will hold the 
serious attention; later, when its inner correspondence 
of spirit 'shall have had time to make itself felt, the 
student will find himself liking the piece which at first 
he regarded merely as exercise. It is the same as 
loving a woman. Yon see her minjr days, perhtTpa 
years. Later, all of a sudden her relation to you.r inner 
life asserts itself, and one discovers—what shall we say, 
his other self? _ 
I Lave often secured this serious attention to pieces by 
fch^mere expedient of requiring them to be memorized. 
This ia certain to clear up the mind, and is almost cer¬ 
tain to make felt the emotional tone of the work. A 
Btudent unconsciously learns many poiDts about musical 
form by memorizing pieces of different, kinds. 
It is sometimes objected that a piece is never its own 
preparation. One must always have gotten the technic 
for it from something else. This iB true to a degree. 
But the something else may as well have been another 
piece as a study. 
All playing and all music-writing may be divided into 
about three categories: thematic, wherein the discussion 
/ of a theme is the question; lyric where the proper de¬ 
livery of melody is the question ; ana brilliant, where it 
is a .question of paseages of one kind or another. There 
might well be still another class, which for want of a 
better word we might qall effect, where tone-coloring 
and key-board command are the essential elements. To 
specify : Fugne is the type of all pieces in which a theme 
is discussed. A Chopin or Sahumann nocturne, or a 
Beethoven cantabile, is the type of all high grade melody 
playing. Liszt’s concert pieces, and those of Thalberg, 
are the types of brilliant pieces for the pianoforte. 
There are some of these which turn upon what I have 
called effect. Liszt's “ Waldeirauchen ” is one of 
these. Sometimes effect is combined with poetic 
melody, as in Schumann's Romance in F sharp, where 
the peculiar murmuring effect of the accompaniment is 
special to the piauoforte, and the discreet use of the pedal. 
Now, all effect turns upon touch, and here is where 
instruction is more at fault than at any othffr. 1- wm 
talking with one of our most distinguished piano 
teachers one day, when he surprised me by saying that 
touch is the last thing to teach—belonging to finished 
piano playing. Herp was a revelation which threw a 
flood of1 light upon much of the work we hear. Touch 
is the first thing to teach, and-the whole course of piano 
teaching resolves itself into two great points, teaching 
music, and teaching the art of getting music out of the 
pianoforte. To teach muBic is primarily to familiarize 
the pupil with the great types of music that I have men¬ 
tioned, and to exercise him over aud over again in each 
one of them, until he becomes himself musical in turn. 
And to teach the art of eliciting tone color from the 
piano is something which begins with the first lesson 
and never stops until the student ceases to play. In 
fact, the lesson hour is mainly spent in the minute dis¬ 
cussion of the effects in the pieces, studies, and the 
touches by which they are to bs realized. 
When students have but a short time for practice, the 
disposition of that lime is a matter of great difficnlty. 
I have tried various ways. The secret of good progress 
(musical aud key board) is versatility. One effect con 
trasts with and relieves another, and the hands become 
more responsive. Hence I like to keep about three 
kinds of things in work at. the same time,—thematic 
work, as in Chopin and Schumann ; and brilliant, as in 
Raff. Moskowaki, or Liszt The latler is the great 
hand-loosener of all. But when there is no more than 
an hour and a half a day. as in the case of high school 
students, it is not practicable to divide the time up into 
such small portions, otherwise no progress ia made on 
any one of them. In this case we have to confine our- 
stlves to two of them,—thematic and brilliant, ot lyric 
and brilliant, at the same time. Sometimes we are able 
to cover both these classes in one piece.—Musical 
Record. 
^ Thk player requires feeling. If his playing is dull, and 
dry and unemotional; if it is purely intellectual, or 
mechanical, it can never be an artistic performance, be¬ 
cause music is the language of emotion, and when there 
is naeifcotion expreeeed in a musical performance, it ia 
no music in any art sense. For this reason the phono¬ 
graph, however perfect it may be made, can never take 
the place of the human performer. Rubinstein will 
always be better than an^ invention of Mr. Edison. 
But feeling that is nothing else will not be feeling long. 
Emotion that is based on nothing is alway ridiculous. 
One who has observed widely in musical circles is con¬ 
stantly afraid of being too emotional. If emotion is not 
baaed upon intelligence it is Bimply childish. Nothing 
is more common than to hear a tyro in music say, “ This 
composition is the most sublime that I have ever heard 
and when the composition is named it proves to be ex¬ 
ceedingly trifling, which only goes to prove that what 
would excite the emotion ol a beginner would appear 
insignificant to a^ore cultured musician. 
We have reached that stage of musical gulture in 
America when it is not an uncommon thing to be asked 
to play Beethoven’s “ Moonlight Sonata.” This writer 
sometimes suspects that the name that has been given to 
this sonata has more to do with its popularity than the 
characteJfcf the composition itself. He is quite as en¬ 
thusiastic as any one else about the beauty of thiff*great 
work, but he observes that he is rarely asked to play any 
Beethoven sonata that has no romantic name. Let all 
emotion be based upon intelligence ; upon a thorough 
.appreciation of the phrasing; -of the harmony; of the 
' general construction of the composition, and, above all, 
the general sentiment expressed by the master. 
Music in Speech.—Observe how all passionate lan¬ 
guage does of itself become musical—with a finer music 
than the mere accent; the speech of a man even in 
jealouB anger becomes a chant—a song. All deep 
things axe song.—Thomas Carlyle, 
. • ■ , # . ' ? 
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BEAUTIFUL MUSIC. 
Ballads. 
I Would That I Could Quite Forget. Lillib ridge.,f£f 40 
I Love to Wander Quite Alone. Richter. 36 
I Ixjve a Maid. Stulls..'.Ti 40 
Lovest Thou Me? Smith ‘ 40 
Two Lives. Webster  50 
Waltz Songs. 
Love at Sight. Rcddinglon. 75 
Love's Confession. Slrelezki  40 
Tell Me, Love. Smith  40 
. Silken Bands! Bischojf.  76 
That Little Knot of Blue. Smith. 40 
Sacred Songs. 
Accept My Prayer. Slrelezki. 60 
Father, Beud Low. Oldberg  40 
Let Me “to Thy Bosom Fly.. Smith.,. 40 
Genile Touch of Jesus. Heitinger  40 
Jesus, Dear^Saviour (melody, Juanita). Theophil 35 
Humorous Songs. 
Sweet Miss Industry (Solo or Duet). Sousa. 60 
Kootsie Wootaie (Little Baby). Smith. 40 
0 Grady’8 Goat. Will Hays  60 
His Best Pair, Runcie  60 
Bye Bye, My Baby. Smith. 40 
Marches. 
Assembly. Cohen  40 
Congress Hall. Sousa. 35 
Farmers’ Alliance. Brounold. 50 
Juno. Williams  75 
Our New Flag. Holst   60 
Templar. Webb.-.50 
Sweet Sixteen. Judson  40 
Eastern High School Cadets’ March. Diver. 40 
M iscellaneous. 
Gladsome Love. Yorke—Mtigs. 60 
My Heart’s Darling (Gavotte). Arthur. 40 
Sunshine and Roses Wallz. Olmsted  75 
Picnic Waltzes.. De Wilt... 60 
Sadness of^ilence (Reverie). Olmsted  60 
Moonlight in the Breakers (Presto). Reddington. . f 0 
Wilhelmine (Minuet). Strelezkt.  60 
Doves Cooing (Idyl). Holst  60 
Charge of the Lancers. Theophil. 76 
La Guitarra (Spanish Romance). Bischojf.  76 
By the Light o/ a Star. Bronson Towne  60 
Dreaming and Awaking (Fantasia). Holst. 60” 
Resignation (Nocturne). Brownold  40 
Every piece named is a gem in its way. Ask your 
music dealer to let you examine this music. As a rale, 
our publications are for sale by every first-class music 
dealer, bnt if for any reason you have any difficulty in 
obtaining our music, write direct to us and receive the 
-Bame by return of mail. Music sent to teachers for ex¬ 
amination with privilege of returning -what they cannot 
use^ Write for oar terms and catalogue. 
JOHN F. ELLIS & CO., 
937 PEHIMIIIHE. I.H. MIETSI.I.C. 
COMMON FAULTS IN PIANO PLA 
COMMON SENSE REMEDlJ 
_ r'Y 
1NG AND 
BY ERNST HELD. 
In my experience of almoat-fifty years of teaching, I 
have met with the same faults in many players, which can 
easily be overcome by a little earnest self-criticism and 
the conscientious use of the following prescribed reme¬ 
dies. 
With many pupils the two hands do not strike together, 
the left hand usually anticipating the right. It produces 
a bad effect and is in a measure cansed by a sluggish, 
Binging way of counting time. Think of an orchestra of 
some sixty'players, if they were not following exactly the 
baton of the conductor ! What a mess of Bound would 
ensne in rapid runs, if the players were to be Ihc small¬ 
est fraction of a second apart from each other I 
To remedy thiB bad fault, set your music nerves in 
strict rhythmical motion, by counting aloud a measure 
or two before playing. Make your counts short and 
crisp, imitating the click of a clock, or better, of & metro¬ 
nome, and accent strongly the first beat, and in double 
time slightly the middle beat of a measure. 
Scales and unison passages should he practiced with 
varying accent in groups of 3, 4, 6'etc. notes, watching 
carefully by sound, not by sight, the simultaneous 
striking by both hands. 
In playing pieces with baas notes and chords, accom¬ 
panying a melody in the right hand, do not consider it 
graceful or sentimental, to anticipate the notes of the 
melody by the accompaniment 1 It is bad taste. 
In playing broken chords beyond one octave, two 
serious^aolts are frequently encountered, viz : Discon¬ 
necting the sounds at the crossing of the thumb under 
the fingers or of the fingerB over the thumb. 
In correcting thiB, have the thumb always ready for 
its work by bending it as far as possible under the balm 
of the hand, with the wrist turned outwards, but guarding 
against the a kimbo position of the elbows. In descend¬ 
ing, or left hand ascending, hold the thumb on its key, 
until the crossing finger touches its key. 
A good preparatory exercise is to practice with only 
four notes, the two preceding and the one following|the 
crossing. Continue this practice, until the four notes 
sound as even and well Connected, as when played with¬ 
out crossing. 
The second fault in arpeggio playing is striking the 
thumb-note too loudly, in consequence of the superior 
strength of the thumb compared with the other fingers. 
For a betterment, the second part of the above exer¬ 
cise will overcome this evil. Oscar Raiff. the renowned 
technique-master of Berlin, drills his pupilB to nse the 
thumb in crossing, without sounding the note going np, 
and even with alternating thumb, and. second, then third 
and fourth fingers. 
Another fafrlt is, that pupils forget to continue an acci¬ 
dental through a measure. It is distressing to hear even 
Bomewbat advanced players making,this mistake* which 
is a sure sign of a lack of knowledge of elementary*har- 
monj. 
A beginner should, if this forgetting of accidentals 
becomes habitual, make it a rule to stop right short in 
meeting an accidental, search for the same note affected 
by it in the same measure, and impress the rule npon the 
memory. 
I required playfully of the pupil a forfeit for each such 
forgetfulness, and received once from a dear one a basket 
of beautiful roses aB a Christmas gift with the inscrip¬ 
tion: “ Many forfeits.” 
The more advanced pupil should study the different 
keys (major aod minor) thoroughly, and become familiar 
with the relation of keys, the dominant, subdominant, 
relative and corresponding minor (or ma^jor) keys. Learn 
the elementary signs of modulation; (for example, the 
raising of the fourth as a means to lead into the dominant 
key ; the lowering of the seventh as a means to lead into 
the key of the subdominant, etc. 
Many pupils read music in a mechanical way, trans¬ 
ferring the notes to the keys in a hitching manner. To 
remedy this read the piece through before playing, having 
the tonality and relations of keys in your mind. To get 
the time correctly before playing count the beats aloud, 
-*as indicated by the time mark. Point with a pencil to 
the exact place of each beat, continuing all the while 
steady and loud. 
Embellishments, as turns, trills, movements, etc., are 
frequently played heavily with a clumsy pressure upon 
the keys. 
Give to the fingers a light, fluttering, upward tendency, 
rather than a heavy downward pressure, for correcting 
this fault,'filling out tire exact time allotted to the embel¬ 
lishment with easy grace, without jerking or crowding 
notes; let the notes of the tjurn, if a trill ends with it, be- 
played just about as fast as the trilFnotes, rather dimin¬ 
ishing the number of the trill notes, than to crowd the 
turn-notes in too short a space of time. Crescendos and 
diminuendos frequently lose their effect by not making 
them gradual. 
Try a practice of five-finger exercises, Beales and 
arpeggios with all varying dynamic force, to correct this 
fault, sometimes evenly piano or forte (of all degrees), 
sometimes with gradual increasing and diminishing tone. 
The melodic portions of a composition are^often over¬ 
powered by a ponderous accompaniment. / Let the stu¬ 
dent find out all the melodic figures and passages, playing 
them alone, and then listen while playing the whole, to 
hear if they stand oat with proper shading above the 
accompanying material. Hans von Buelow’sand Fried- 
heim’s playing was in this respect an educating revela¬ 
tion. The fine editions of the Stuttgart Cottas, of Charles 
Hall6, of the Steingraebers, of Buelow's and many others 
with annotations are recommended to the diligent student 
‘in this respect. 
CONSCIENTIOUSNESS IN PRAISE. 
BY HATTIE HINES. 
How greatly men differ in the value they place npon 
praise, a seed so prolific both of success and of failure I 
There is the teacher who praises everything. Id a short 
time you find that you can place but little confidence in 
anything he tells you, and you make up your mind that 
he is flattering you for the sake of holding you as a 
pupil. 
There is the class of teaohere who go to the opposite 
extreme. No matter how much you practice, how 
easily you learn, your teacher does not let you have the 
satisfaction of knowing that he thinks you are improv¬ 
ing. He will keep you on an exercise or a piece just as 
long as he can, and when compelled to give you some¬ 
thing new will act as though he had conterred the 
greatest possible honor npon yon. You work for hours 
upon the same passage ; you leel that you are deserving 
of some credit for at least faithfulness with which 
you have worked, and yet^not one word of encourage¬ 
ment falls from your teacher’s lips. 
Then there is another class of teachers. The moment 
you find yonrself in the presence of one of these yon 
feel that you have a friend who takes a personal interest 
in you, and who will be honest with you. If you are not 
doing as well atf you are capable of doiDg, he kindly 
tells you so, and shows you in what way to change yonr 
methods of study: If you have done work worthy of 
comment he gives it to you in a hearty manner that 
shows he is pleased, and is not afraid to say so. Never¬ 
theless, he runs to no excess in his praise; he makes 
you feel your true worth, nothing more. This is the 
class of teachers that are making their mark in the 
world. 
A few minutes of social/chat at the beginning of the les¬ 
son, in which a personal interest in the pupil's ambitions 
and welfare is shown, will often do more towards getting 
the pupil interested than all the talk of theory anomosic 
that could be crammed into the whole lesson hour. 
Teachers often thoughtlessly flatter pupils with hopes of 
aa^excellence which they could never possibly attain. , 
Ypile it is necessary to be cpreful that praise does not-'' 
become flattery, it is just as necessary to .praise what is 
justly merited with frankness and honesty.—Musical 
Messenger. 
—A Chinaman, lately returned from a trip to Europe, 
treated his countrymen to the following description of 
the piano: ‘‘The Europeans keep a large four-legged 
beast, which they can make to sing at will. A man, or 
more frequently a woman, or even a feeble girl, sits down 
in front of the animal and steps on his tail, while at the 
same time striking its white teeth with his or her fingers, 
when the creature begins to sing. The singing, though 
much loader than a bird’s, is pleasant to listen to. The 
beast does not bite, nor does it move, though it is not 
tied up.” 
■ 
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SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
FROM THE CATALOGUE OF 
WM. R0HLFIN6 & SONS, 
MIIjWAUBLBE. 
LETTEB8 TO TEACHERS. 
PIANO MUSIC. 
PIANO SOLO. 
Holla^ndfir, V. Lore Romance, Op 67 Eight Instructive 
pieces, onrefutly fingered:— 








* Polka .-  
4. Maaurka ..... . 
6 Gavotte... 
Menuet  
Novaru, L. Musical Cameos, Op. 76. Kaajplocee:- 
No. 1 Aiiilining Wheel. 









4. Gavotte Antique. 
6 Little Bolero... 
6. Neapolitan Dance. - 
Smith, Wllaon (I. Polka Rocooo, Op. 41. 
Chaae of the Bultenfliea, Op 46.. 
Cradle Bong Op 47 No I ..  
Danse Melodieuse, Op 47, No. 2. 
Sylvan Dance, Op. 47, No 8.. 
ValseCaprice(Htrauee Tausig), Op. 61  
Oaprice Eepagoote, Op 62  
Third Vulati Je Ooncert. Op. 68. 
Niernheric, C. Frlvoletta, Valse doKalon, Op 48... 
Italian Scene* Op 49:— 
1 On the Lagoon ..... 
2. Tarantella  
8. Lullaby......-. 
4. Punch and Judy..... 
Love Song. Op. 60, No 1  
Hiatorietle Musicals. Op. 60, No. 2..... 
Btaocatella, Oaprice, Op 60, No. 3  
Arabian Nights Nocturne,Op 64 .... 
Patte-ChaUe, Morcaau detiaion. Op. 65. 
NireletM, A. Mosaic, Album Moatcale, Op. 60 :— 
No. 1 Minuet ..%.. 
. 2. Chanson Trial*..-... 
3. Petite Maaurka... 
4. Utile flecrela ... 
6. Petite Melodie.-. 
6. Scberrtuo. 
7. VaiaettO. 
8. Htetorieiie ... 
9 Doll’s Warn .1... 
10. Littlo RaJIude.  
11. Melody .  
12. Enuui Valse. ... 
13. Spring Song.... 
14. MarcbeTrlomphale... 
16. Fairy Tale... 
16. Valso Rococo-. 
17. Rock Me to Sleep. 
18 Taranu-I.e... 
19. Little Theme.... 
20. Vales Gracleuae... 
FOUR HANDS. 
KolllniCt C. Rosebuds, Op. 813. Twelve lnatructlv 
out octaves :— 
No. 1. Slumber Rung..... 
2. Conversation......-.7......... 
3. £oI1au Harp. ....... 
4. Children's Dance.y... 
• 6. Out In theOreen..... 
6. Savoyard Khepherd Boy.. 
7. Village Scene. 
8. Friendship...:.. 
9. Roguery... 









PIANO STUDIES, ETC. 
Rlemann, Dr. If. Comparative Piano School, theoretical and 
practical. A guide to tbe-atudy of the most important educational 
works for the Pianoforte,completed by the addition of selected 
material. Materials iu four books:— 
Book 1. Elementary ricbool.$T-50 
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing strength, 
independence, and fluency in the fiDgera, for producing 
the TArious^kinds of touch, and for insuring control of 
dynamic shading.....11.50 
8. Melodic Ornaments. Directions lor executing the orna¬ 
ments of melody correctly and in proper style..$1.50 
4. Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Douhlete, Quartettes, 
Quintettes, etc..7r...fl JO 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
Haoptner, Th. VoiceTullure. A new theoretical and practical 
school of singing for the use of all voices according to the most 
approved principles.....82.50 
ORGAN. 
Tlie Org:itii 1 nt’h Album. A collection of classical and modern 
music for the organ in the church and home, selected and 
adapted by D. F. Stillman. 
Two volumes, each...11.50 
The first volume contains 73different choice pieces on 82 pages 
of music. 
The *ecoa<L 73 pieces on 87 pages of music. 
CCmplet^ catalogue of publications furnished free of charge 
on application. 
Ad; of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent Tor exami¬ 
nation 
Publishers—WM. ROHLFING & .SONS—Importers. 
BY PERLEE V. JERVIS. 
) you 
told tbatu makes the playing mechanical and the touch 
’ ion. * ~ unmusical. Please give me your opinii H. A. B. 
Some two years ago my attention was attracted to the 
Clavier by the superior qualify of some of the technical 
work of the Virgil pupils. I obtained a Clavier and 
commenced an investigation into its merits. This inves¬ 
tigation had a twofold purpose, to discover what merit 
belonged to the Clavier, and (I arn honest enough to 
admit it) to disprove some of Mr. Virgil’s claims and 
assertions, which, to say the least, I considered pre¬ 
sumptuous. Much to my confusion, the mor^j^erperi- 
proportion of piano students bear witness to the truth of 
this assertion. The Clavier method puts these condi¬ 
tions into the playing apparatus in a tnarveliously short 
time, three or four mouthB at the moat. 
I do not believe it netjgssary to hear tone ip order Jo 
know whether the muscular action in producing it was 
correct or not. If I am right in this belief, then I sub¬ 
mit, will you not get more rapid results by concentrating 
the attention upon the agent of production rather than 
on the tone after it is produced? Is it necessary to pro- 
duee three or four bad tohes in order to get one that is 
good? Yet this is what large numbers of piauo students 
do. 
Limits of space forbid me to enlarge upon thiB sub¬ 
ject. In a future article I shall give reasons, to me 
sufficiently Bound, for my belief in the Virgil Clavier; 
in the meantime take my advice and study it. 
mented the more I was forced to admit Mr? Virgil’s 
conclusions as sound, and the matter ended in my plac¬ 
ing myself in his hands for a thorough course of instruc¬ 
tion in the Clavier methods. 
1 soon discovered that, however much we “artist 
teachers” kuow about music and musical playing, we 
are but babes aud sucklings when incomes to a knowl¬ 
edge of technic as an exact science. My conversion to 
the Clavier method was complete, and as the worst 
sinner ofien makes the best saint, hereafter you will find 
me an uncompromising advocate of the Clavier aud its 
methods, which I shall teach as well as preach. What 
I write now has reference to the Clavier from a purely 
technical standpoint. I shall have something to soy 
about the musical side of Clavier practice at some future 
time. 
In a recent issue of The Etude my gifted friend, Emil 
Liebliog, is quoted as saying that, as & rule, he has 
observed lhat expert swimmers acquire the art in the 
water, expert wheelmen upon the wheel, etc. ; so, he 
says if one wants to learn to play upon the piano, he 
believes the best way to go about it is to attack the 
piano itself. With the firgt part of three remarks I fully 
agree, for these accomplishments can^re acquired ip no 
other way. Bat, if there existed a method of learning 
to ride the bicycle in five minutes, away from the 
machine, and in spite of a knowledge of this fact my 
genial friend still insists npon risking bis neck for a. 
week or more astride the wheel itself, I for one am not* 
inclined to quarf^kwith him. 
From all of whicb^ou will see that I do advise you to 
use the'Clavier. I will go still further. If you will study 
the Clavier method with a teacher who thoroughly un¬ 
derstands it, and will use it and the Clavier exclusively 
for three months, I promise you that your technic will 
be in a better condition than would follow a year’s piano 
practice, also that yqn will have a more scientific knowl¬ 
edge of the principles upon which a perfect technic is 
based, than you ever had before; I don’t care how long 
you have studied the piano. If these results do not 
follow, set me ^own as a false prophet. 
Now, as to your second question. Did you ever know 
a playpr trained exclusively at the piano to be mechani¬ 
cal X Of course not; such a thing is unheard of! To be 
serious, expressive playing does not depend so much 
□Pqu the instrument as upon the teacher and the pupil 
himself. I know teachers whose pupils would play with 
expression upon a washboard, and others whose pupils 
would make the finest, grand sound like a street piano. 
Clavier practice does not make the playing mechanical, 
on the contrary, wii^_a proper teacher, the playing be¬ 
comes more musical, for Clavier pupils are obliged to 
analyze and thimk music in a way the piano stadent wots 
not of. if 
This leads me to your last question. I am very sensi¬ 
tive upon the subject of musical touch; I have given 
^ears of study and observation to it. Had not the 
Virgil method been fully in accord with the ideas of the 
authorities upon the subject (.to say nothing of my own), 
I should never have had anything to do with it. You 
cannot get a musical touch and have the mupcle and 
nerve conditions wrong. The Virgil method all hinges 
on this fact; from the very first lesBon the whole playing 
apparatus is put into these correct conditions. Piano 
pupils, if they ever get these conditions at all, do so only 
after years of study. Let the unmusical touch of a large 
CONCERT PR0QRAMME8. 
Isima, O., College Concert. 
Impromptu, Op. 59, No. 2. Thome; Lob Joyeux 
Papill on?, Caprice, Op. 8, Gregh ; On Blooming 
Meadows, Rive-King; Concert Stueck, Op. 79, C. M. 
von Weber. 
Smith's College, Northampton, Mass. 
Introduction and Fantarie, for two piaoos, Op. 02, 
Hommage h Handel; Moschelee; Bolero, Op. 19, 
Chopin ; Adagio, from double concerio Op. 25. Rubin- 
Btein ; Andante and Variations for two pian s. Op. 46, 
Schumaun ; Barcarolle, Op. 60, Chopin; Grand Duo, 
Op. 116, Les Contrasts, Moscheles. 
Recital by Pupils of W. F. Gates, Muskingum College, 
New Concord, O. 
Prelude in C Minor, Bach ; Sonata, Op 10. No. 1, 
Beethoven ; Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin, Wagner; 
Bubbling Spring, Rive King; -Polonaise Op. 40, No. 1, 
Chopin; Song of the Shepherdess, Abt; Menuet, Op 
14, Paderewski; Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 14, Menders* 
sohn ; Fueue in C Minor, Ba'-h ; Largo from Sonata, 
Op. 10. No. 3, Beethoven ; Grillen (Whims), Op. 12, 
No. 4, Schumann; Fiddle and I, Goodeve : Awakening 
of the Fairies, Mayer; Scherzo, Op. 31, Chopin; 
Mazurka, Papini. 
Recital by Ihe Pupils of E. S. Lind, C$nton^~0. 
Fantaaia,.Laybach; Reverip, Goederler; Invitation 
to the Dance, Weber; Sonata, Op. 13. Beethoven ; The 
Shepherdess, Mendelssohn; Vaise, Op. 42, Chopin; 
Trot Du Cavalier, Rubinstein; Caprice Militaire, 
Spiu3ler; Song without words, Nos 15 and 30, Mendels¬ 
sohn; Nocturne, Chopin; American Beau’y Gavotte, 
Korthener; Sonata. Op. 31, No. 3, Beethoven; Rhap- 
sodie Hongroise, No. 6, Liszt. 
Pianoforte Recital by the Pupils of Miss Banks, 
Northamptifc, Mass. 
March de Procession. Seymour Smith ; Wiegenlied, 
Heller; A Flower of Spring, Hab^rbier; CabaleUa, 
Lack; Tocatelle. Op. 26 Dupont: Hunting Sone, Op. 
101, No. 19. Gurlitt.; Lyrieche Slticke, Op. 43 Erotik, 
An deD Frlihling, Grieg; Cradle Song, Op. 101. No. 6, 
Gurlitt; Preludes: in D flat major. Chopin, in D minor, 
Mendelssohn; Ballet Music from Feramors, Nos 1 and 
2, 4 hands, Rubinstein. 
Recital by ihe Graduates of Conservatory of Musir, of 
Kidder Institute. 
Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven; Polonaise, Op. 
20, No. 1. Chopin: Sonata, Op. 10. No. 2. Beethoven ; 
Novellette in Op. 21. No 1, Schumann ; Sonata, 0|j. 22, 
Beethoven ; Second Rbapsodie HoDgroise, Liszt ; 
Sonata.’ Op. 13, Beethoven; Vocal Solo, “Chide Me, 
Chide Me, Dear Mazetto,” Mozart; Fantasie Polonaise, 
Raff. ^ 
Hamilton Music School- 
Gavotte and Gigue from 3d English Suite, Bach; 
Andante in F, Beethoven ; Prelude and Fugue in E 
minor, Mendelssohn ; Rondo Piacevole, Bennett; 1m 
promptu, in A flat, Etude in E, Op. 10, No. 8, Chopin ; 
Flying Dutchman, Soiree de Vienne, Liszt. 
—There are professions which ao engross one's whole 
time, strength and mental resources, that the mere pur¬ 
suit of the dollar is out of the question. All true artists 
belong to this class.—R. E. Hennings. 
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ALL-BOUND AETI8TI0 TRAINING, 
^ _4» 
Thb intensification of life under the pressure of com¬ 
petition naturally exalts the value of what we call 
“ technical training.” The reasons are obviouB: a well- 
directed technical-training makes the specialist 5 tbe 
specialist commandsreputation, and is the modern child 
of fortune. Happily, however, there is a broader and 
wiser conception of the building-up of artistic character, 
which is commanding attention at the present time; tbe 
economy of spe< ial application is generally acknowl- 
the musical student in our best mhn^ged great music 
schools a coarse ensuring the best possible chances of 
healthy, artistic progress, qnd ultimate |&nd permanent 
8UCcess.--.EiJ. . 
FBOM A TEAOffEB'S O.OBBESPONDENOE, 
BY FREDERIC 8. LAW. 
_r_ _ Thb following letter will need,but little explanation. 
edged to be linked with the economy of general culture. my throws a clear light on the much mooted 
The spiritual, intellectual, and physical powers of man question of missed lessons which is continually creep- 
assert and re assert their claims to be considered in any ing up between teacher and pupil, and about which their 
scheme of preparation for the life-work of the individual, „ ,. p p. ’ „ n,cn tnmr 
despite his eagerness to command a prompt success by op,tolon8 are geQerally diametrically opposed. It is in 
special concentraiion in a given direction. Nature in- an8wer to a lady who had engaged regular lessons, took 
siats upon three conditions of progressive life: activity, a few at odd intervals, then staid away for two weeks 
rdr 7;r'r,ion or Td °f ™ a true and well-governed life can .only be attained by a ADe teacher ioarned that there waa no illness, or as far 
due regard for all three conditions of every well-regu- as be knew, nothing to prevent her taking the lessons and 
fated existence, and a well-considered balance of the wrote to her, enquiring whether she intended continuing 
three functions, w\thout which health of body, mind, them that he rrmlH re . 
, and soul can neither 6e secured nor retained, fhetmth •?’.* ! ? ,BOt. Me the time for an7 one eIae 
knew you could get a FIRST- ,8’ lbe8e tbree conditions act and re-act upon each °° 11 U was defimteI7 £i*en up. To this she replied, 
J _ 0 other; and the man who does not take proper rest or 1 bat she would discontinue lessons for the present- he 
CLASS INSTRUMENT for $175? "“S® 8ufficie,nt varrie/y in hia C°“r8e ma* DOt co“- accordingly withdrew her name from his books and ’sent 
4 a a A ltJ1 ’*>,/J r maud as much usefulness or admiration as the person her a bill for half a term whieh «,mAM .Ror, 
A . . whose activity overbalances his desire for change and ur more than the num- 
Uur plan IS to sell direct to you. NO rest, but he is at least as wise from the individual point . r °f le8SOn8 "be bad really taken, but not so long a 
of sight. The most difficult condition to fulfill of the time aa abe bad allowed him to expect her. 
BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no com- . thtre«,imP,08ad uP°n.U8 b? natu^a!Jaw *« ‘bat of *‘acti- In ber answer, she complained strongly of being ex. 
’ •inflr^Lk.L.c^dilti:,A8!beiaMt i-w* _ P„ tn „h* ,h, had DOt re„iTed) j £ 
timated that when a proper bill was sent, it would have 
her attention, and not before. 
Fireside. 
\yOULD you get a Piano if you 
mission for the friend who'introduces 
you or the solicitor who calls on you. 
We have no agents, and do not em- 
ant if any real'progress and consequent success is to be- 
attained. To the artist, however, activity, whether meu- 
tal or physical, can never be judiciously severed from 
“ variety.” That this is so depends upon the great 
principle of every condition of life, “ waste and repair.” 
Activity surely causes waste ; variety or rest brings 
about repair. Bat the theory of general culture has 
taught us that, next to activity variety commands a place 
-Dear Mrs. B. “I do not think you quite understand 
the situation aa regards the incomplete term of lessons 
with me last fall. When a pupil engages lessons from a 
teacher, he is responsible to the teacher for the time 
You have nothing to 
. . . .U.. un«» ™ cv.’. i; r iroij tuuiumuuan -- >u ICOVUCI 1UI m l
ploy any solicitors, and consequently of importance in the scheme of artistic development, 'taken, until he gives nolice that It will not bo required 
„ for while rest may be of only negative value in regard lo You can readily see that the teacher cannot afford to 
save von all thic pvnpncp progress—to which we all eagerly look in the race of ,- <• . , , a“ora to have you ail tnis expense, which does life_variety, implying as it doeB a changed form of- reserve tim® for the pupil and not be paid for it; it can 
• U l C I. activity, certainly means relative or secondary advance- be used for no one else until such Dotice be given, hence 
not improve tile value Ol the Piano, ment. The subject of a balance of conduct with regard it is a total loss. I know that pupils are apt to consider 
. • , , , 10 thl™ree 0f°“d<‘i?nB. °,f. hef'!hy and su«oe»rfnl. or bet- that they are paying for tvhat they do not get, but a little 
but certainlv does increase the rosf ter Btl,b U8efal llfe« intimately concerns the musical 1 ... . UL£et» out a nine 
J ’ artist; because, whether his chief work is productive or re®ect,on W*D ®bow that the matter has another side ; 
i r .. executive, he cannot well advance without combining tbe teacher is giving something for which he is not paid. 
snow lor this the two great departments of-his art in the work of his The pnpil says I will be here it such times and occupy 
, . . life. Even this is but an incomplete view of the musical .nrm,oUf i • ti , , , ■ ,7 
useless dealer’s expenses and agents’ artist's obligations to the art he practices, and to hiffi- w 7, * capital. 
r o self, to put the matter on a narrower basis. The com- Many teachers will not consider an engagement for 
trommiccinnc hut in hmrin»> poser must have a practical knowledge of executive less than a term, which must be paid for, no matter how 
IllIllbMUnS, 1 10 DUying tr0m possibilities in order to give free bent to his creative few lessons may be token. All I ask from my pupils is 
them you must naturally pay all this Csk free refn,’”t°a°WoVthe maker°f bpsTcm ,0'me’lo 7n,oti[J,mo when tbcy ,,ish 
•V . •r it is of the coachman or any other craftsman. To turn to “IBCOntinQe > only then can I feel free to dispose other- 
additional expense for which vou ?et i°lhe olhe-r sidG’ lje ra“s.ical executant can only hope '»i8e of hour”- 
* * Jo for promptitude and certainty of conception and detail Yon can underste 
by the Btudy of the various departments of the art of 
composition ; a preparation which, in effect, precipirates 
the mind forward-, quickens the perceptive powerB, and 
intensifies every form of executive activity. Music is so 
delightful and exhilarating in its mental magnetism that 
musical artists require to be warned constantly of the 
dangers of overwork, and of the folly of forgetting, in 
the pursuiWof what must ever be a pleasure to the born 
musician, that the law of waste and repair is a stern, 
inevitable condition of every form of life. Excessive 
o^emporary brain ^ with pqpila. 
sis, the loUs for the time of the power of controlling cart ihink of it a little from my standpoint and I an 
no value whatever. Our Pianos are 
known throughout the civilized 
world. We manufacture our own 
Pianos, and send them to you on 
thirty days TEST TRIAL if you 
desire it. We make the terms of sale 
to suit all pocket-books. Write to 
us for catalogue and prices, and any 
further information you may \yish. 
□derstand that I cannot of course, make out 
any other bilTthan the one I have already Bent, and which 
calls for a half term, considerably less than the time your 
name waa on my books. It would be acknowledging in 
effect that I had tried to overreach yon in the first place, 
and only gave over on account of your protest. Even if 
you do not agree with me, you must see that I look at 
the matter consistently and from a business-point of view; 
I should go out of the profeision if I thought I could 
i jio er f controlling part 
movements in harmony and ^counterpoint, and the 
weakened recognition of the relationship and proportion 
of various activities and features which' goto make up 
music of interest and eloquence. The musical execu¬ 
tant, perhaps, still more feeU the necessity for physical 
rest. In activity waste is getting ahead of repair; and 
in rest aod sleep repair is gaining ground over waste. 
Ah incessant exercise of nerves and muscles in given 
directions weakens rather than strengthens, and if per¬ 
sisted iu tooJjjing will result in cramp or some form of 
local and te’fporary palsy. Just as a too concentrated 
that you cannot help understanding my position. That 
is why I have written thus explicitly. I should indeed 
regret yonr thinking me capable of anything resembling 
sharp practice. 
* I remain sincerely yourB, 
Whether Mr.-’s arguments convinced kis pupil, 
I do pot know, but it is clear that he took the only dig¬ 
nified and consistent oourse in the matter. Think what 
—--- attention and activity brings on nervous disturbance ap'd a blight it would cast upon the profession iHt were con- 
of° nerve a “,d'Zc.etteE si^ng ' PupiUmigh. judge for themeelvea aB to whether 
or playing, will pfove dangerously exhaustive, as causing or na they should keep their engagements. Tbe land- 
r ACTORY, WaREROOM, AND OFFICE?, wa8lR ,0 ou'run repair. So it becomes an important lord is never requested, as a matter of course, to remit 
w®_ m“8t^bile encouraging activity in the a month's rent, because his tenants have not occupied 
for that length of time. The teacher pays the same rent 
for his studio whether his pupils come or stay away ; his 
piano costs just as much per quarter, whether he gives 
few or many lessons ou it. 
The trouble is that too many regard their engagements 
s did “ Flora McFlimaey, hers for matrimony: ” 
HAZLETON, PA. 
Kellmer Piano Co, 
Btudy of music—whether productive or executive, men¬ 
tal or physical—take care to duly recognize tbe important 
reaction and .recyperative power, in their several and 
different ways, of variety and rest. The combination 
of studies, the restful and at the same time strengthen¬ 
ing results of individual effort, combined with the less 
exacting and more social performances of choir -and 
orchestra, the happy and far reaching effects of a timely 
and judicious combination of theoretical and practical 
studieB, are conditions which make the life ayd work of Which Is biodlng on you, but not upon me.*' 
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BY DR. WM. MASON. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 Ckestnnt St, 
PlilaielpMa, Pa., Publisher. 
IN FOUR BOOKS: 
P^LKT I.—The Two-Finger Exercises 
(School of Touch), 
PART II.— The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated (School of Brilliant Passages). 
PART III.— Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (fPassage School). 
PART IV.—School of Octave and Bravura 
Playing. 
PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch and Technic 
comprise an -original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active u&e of the pupil’s ruind ih techni- 
- cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
'oompoeitions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are Btill 
dependent upon some other system ot technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s By stem which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volum^da intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
v The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises Is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics now contains more or lees of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. 
AN IMPROVEMENT IN THE 00N8TBU0TI0N 
OE PIANOS. 
FBOM THE GERMAN, BY C. W. GRIMM. 
The Musik Instrumenienzeitung brings an article of 
which we extract the following:— 
The object of nearly all new systems of making 
pianos is to get a greater volume and better quality of 
tone. Many obtain it with more or less success by 
usiDg reeds oi* pipes, parts producing tones entirely 
foreign to stringed instruments. Only the “legato 
systim ” devotes a little attention to the sounding-board, 
as the bouI oi the piano, by adding a counter-bridge 
(Oegen steg), which increases the sounding-board’s 
power of resistance against the pressure of the strings. 
Experts attribute tbe undeniable success of this system 
of tone development almost exclusively to this increase 
of resistance. 
Upon a similar line of thought, but in another way, 
the piano manufacturer Herr G. Elias, in 8tuttgart, suc¬ 
ceeded in constructing a sounding-board iu such a 
manner that it exerts by itself a counter-pressure, which 
is thoroughly effective, constant, and can be regulated 
at any time against the pressure of the strings. He 
achieved it after many trials,..and was always guided by 
the scientifically correct theory of vaulting. 'ThiB new 
invention is now to be placed before the public, aud will 
be called the “ Vaulting System.** 
The perfection of the tone-development, and especially 
the preservation of the-^Qjiginal to^e volume of au Up¬ 
right or a Grand piano dep&ndB abovb- all upon the 
sounding board’s keeping intact against the pressure of 
the strings. Observations have shown that the loss of 
tone in otherwise well-made instrnments is principally a 
result brought about gradually by the sounding-board’s 
bending in under the immense pressure of the strings, 
and that this evil occurs sooner in Targe instruments 
than in small ones, or those of a medium size. 
It is a well-known fact that no BoundiDg-boapl made 
in the customary way can completely resist the very 
great pressure of the strings for any length of time. In 
the “Vaulting System” this-fault is avoided in the very 
beginning, at any rate a bending in of the sonnding- 
board that might occur later on can be easily rectified at 
once aud without coat by the simple turning of screws. 
The general introduction of. the vaulting system would 
be very desirable if only to preserve the original tone 
volume of the instruments, and not to improve the 
quality of the tones. 
The results of the trials thus far and the adoption of 
the new system by a number of Stuttgart manufacturers 
are a sufficient guarantee for the indisputable, extra¬ 
ordinarily favorable success of it. It enriches the 
volume of the tones, makes them organ-like in all 
octaves, because the tones continue to sound longer 
than usual. It gjves greater possibilities for shading 
tones, and bo called dull (tubby) tones are altogether 
excluded in it; aDd finally it must be said that, similar 
to the violin, the longer the instrument is used the 
better does the tone become. Tbe extra cost for mate¬ 
rial and labor to add this new invention to any instru¬ 
ment amounts to only 4.60 to 5 Mk. Experts who have 
examined the upright pianos constructed according to 
the vaulting system of Mr. Elias, in regard to the quality 
of tone, have found that the clear and beautiful tone of 
the pianos continues to sound as long as the finger holds 
down the key. 
SMILE, WITH A MORAL. 
No Light Ahead.—First Store Boy :/* How do you 
like your new place?” Second Store Boy: “Don’t 
like it. If I don’t do things right they’ll get another 
boy, and if I«Io do things right they’ll keep me doin ’ 
them more and more.” 
Just as discouraging to music teachers. If they don’t 
do good teaching they lose their pupils and starve, and 
if they do do good teaching they have such large classes 
that they are worked to death. 
Niw Hoads Are Rough—Mistress: “Kate, these 
are the very same old cobwebs that were here last week.” 
Kate: “They are just as good as new, Ma’am, for I 
never touched them.” , 
And the pupil's mistakes are the same as he made last 
lesson, notwithstanding his teacher made him play the 
passage repeatedly daring the lesson. 
Cheating'Nature.—“One of the biggest fools in the 
world is the man who thinks he can make something by 
putting only seven quarts in a peck.” •* 
But no more of a fool than the music teacher who puts 
no effort into his lesson giving. 
Father and Son.—Old Groogs: “If you ever want 
to amount to anything, take that glacs butter dish out of 
your eye and drop that club you are carrying upside 
Young Groogs: “0, gwacions! that I should 
Tw 
—A famous educator says: “ It is a great mistake to 
set up our standard ot right and wrong, and judge people 
accordingly. It is a great mistake to measure the enjoy¬ 
ment of others bv our own; to expect uniformity of opin¬ 
ion in this world; to look for judgment and experience 
in youth ; to endeavor to mold all dispositions alike; not 
to yield lo immaterial trifles; to look for perfection in 
our own actions or in others; to worry ourselves-and 
others with what cannot be remedied ; and not to allevi¬ 
ate all that needs alleviation as far as lies in our power; 
not to make allowances for the infirmities of others ; to 
consider everything impossible that we cannot perform ; 
to believe only what our finite minds can grasp ; and to 
expect toube able to understand everything.” 
down.’ 
evah have to inhewit a fawtuneT om such a fawther aa 
this.! ” 
Bis Music Teacher: “Never mind, you have not in¬ 
herited any musical talent.” Then this uugrateful 
teacher began to abuse the fates for ever bringing young • 
Groogs to him as a pupil. 
On Old Lines.—Pasaentfer: “What is all of that 
whistling for I ” Canadian Conductor : “ We’ve caught 
up with those peskey cows again.” 
Some of the self satisfied music teachers who arc 
goiDg in slower ways than did the Canadian accommo¬ 
dation train, are now wondering what all this noise in 
the musical world is about. 
He Is in Every Town.—Class Merchant : “ Yes, sir, 
I want a new bookkeeper, but you won’t do.” Appli¬ 
cant : “ May I ask why?" Close Merchant: “You are 
bald, sir. A man with no hair to wipe his pen on will 
rust out a whole box every week.” 
And he employs a young girl for teaching music in hia 
family who has taken bat three terms herself, aud those 
of a bushwhack teacher, because she will come to his 
house and give lessons at twenty five cents each. 
Asxino for Information.— Young Mother: “Baby 
is somewhat cross to-day, he is teething.” Bachelor, 
(in great awe of the mite of humanity): “And when do 
you expect him to commence-er-hairing? ” 
Paterfam. (Music teacher has the young daughter play 
a sonatina to her father): “ When will our Martha be 
able to play a tune ? ” 
Thby^Had It Too.—Little girl with paper dolls that 
she hrfd jus$ cat out. Her Auntie: “My little dear, 
hand me the-scissors, I want to trim their heads down, 
they are too large.” Little Girl: “They have to be 
swelled, they’re all filled with instruction.” 
An older sister of hers had recently graduated from 
the musical department of a girls’ seminary. 
Eubarrasbment of Riches.—Wife: “I shall want 
one of your closets, dear, because you know, I am 
selecting material for a new dress.” Husband : “ But, 
Maria, your dress isn’t going to tok^ up a whole cldset.” 
Wife: “No, dear, but the samples will.” 
Allow a pupil to pick out a piece for himself and a 
whole store full would not contain a piece that would 
suit him. 
The Best Foot Forward—Mother: “So you wish 
my daughter for your wife ? ” He (gallantly) : *' Partly 
that madam, and partly that you may be my mother-in 
law/’ ‘ 
He was a music teacher but got the girl and her 
mother, and by similar tact in ready answers he secured 
a large class of the best payiog pupils from the leading 
families of town. 
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Romance with ehoral refrain. 
This beautiful study is valuable for melodic practice,and in the latter part for breadth and nobiTity of 
strong expression.The first part extremely legato, the pedal being employed four times in every measure, 
but at.first more for sympathetic resonance than for prolonging tones. In the second part where the 
hands are removed from melody tones to the accompaniment,the pedal is employed for legato and 
must betaken actually with the bass tones. In the extremely fortissimo passages near the close,the arm. 
touches are as powerful as possible. 
Copyright i894 by Theo. Prosser. 
Rom. with chor. ref. 2 
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LA BONDE DES ARCHERS. 
Runde Der Bogenschuizen. 
CONCONE 
Moderato. 
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The base when written in simple ///ensure rhy)hm, can best be pltryed with the arm, and hot with the hand] but when the ta - 
taitii c JjJ3) third pulse rhythms, occurs as in measure JQf then the hand enters as best fitted for expressing it. In the r.h.part 
there are more fataitfti like e in peat) rhythms, but the same late of rhythmic relation between hand and arm should be 
maintained. In measures 14 and 16 we have the tioo rhythmic actions combined] the fore arm expressing the traa loa 
(strong weak) that is measure rhythm, and the hand the lalaiti, the third pulse rhythm. —. 
The prevalence of staccato is the reason for omitting the phrase lines and the substitution of this double -reading mark, 
The form is so extremely regular,however, that they are only inserted in a very few places. * 
Copyright 1894 by Theo. Preasor. 




This brilliant Gavotte, arranged from-a Rondeau in Bach’s 2nd sonata for violin solo, is one of the most 
brilliant and inspiring of the many splendid things of that great master. Throughout the playing one 
must remember that it was originally written for violin solo, and therefore there is always a clear and 
unmistakable meledy, which must be differentiated from the chords somewhat. The heavy accents at A 
are given with the up-arm touch. The alto 8th notes at B and elsewhere are played by the left hand. 
The little tenor phrase at C is an imitation of a similar one in the soprano,and must be accented. 
The left hand chords at E must be accented because the entire measure depends upon them.The long 
bass tone must be sustained by the damper pedal when there is no tone sustaining pedal. ^ 
Copyright 1894 by Theo.Pr 
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a tempo . 
am m 9 t B ii inid 
The notes printed’in small type may be omitted by pupils having small hajlds. _ 
(A) The effect of this section very sustained; the melody noteB must stand above the others. 
(B) To make a good legato let the thumb slip, off dI on to E ivithout any break. 
(C) Here the tempo is quicker and the phrasing .more marked. 
(D) By playing the repetition softer or slower it will be given a needed emphasiB. 








Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID SAME FOR EVERT HOME. 
ThU game oomdst* of card*, on which the different note* and ,r«rt» 
are printed, one on every card. After ft number are distributed among 
the play ere, the oarda are played In eaooeaaton and added, together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note la reached, when It 
Quanta one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note Thla gives a general Idea only. Fall directions, with 
rules for a number of different gamee, table* showing the notes, rests, 
,heya, Ac., aooompany the game. >• 
Those learning to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment ; those who sing; those who wish to read mnalo faster; in Caot, all 
who are Interested In mnalo, need this charming game. 
It teaches the vain* of notes and rest*. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys In which mnalo la written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice In moaloal fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to road music. 
Ton learn, while playing an Interesting game. 
It la readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to playing this game Is sot wasted, as In most games 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other gams. 
Parents oac tcaoh their ohlldren the rudiments of music, even If not 
mostolnns themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike 
Those intending to study music will find It to their advantage to play 
this gnm* a while before beginning lessons 
prioe 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
HOW TO E5J0Y 3001) MUSIO. 




Send your address to ns and we will send you a copy 
of onr “Special Offer’’ and Samples of our new "Pu¬ 
pils' Practice Slips." If you use GOOD music you will 
find it greatly to your advantage. lf\a teacher, state 
what you teach—piano, voice, or violin. If a vocaliBt, 
mention voice. # 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., 
+ Music Publishers, + 
no BOTriiSTorr street, bostobt. 
MENTION THIS PAPER. 
Hallet& Davis' Pianos, 
. BOSTON, MASS. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
OAT A LOO LIE 8 RREt 
823 TO 333 80. CANAL STREET. 
BY W. P. GATES. 
One who does not read the standard musical journals 
can Dot realize the activity there is in the musical world. 
In all the larger cities there is a continual round of con¬ 
certs, recitals, and lectures, any one of which, were it 
given in the average town, outside of the favored Bast, 
wonld form the musical attraction of the year. 
People in such cities can, if they choose, live what 
may be called musical lives; that is, they are sur¬ 
rounded ,.by an atmosphere more or less charged by 
musical interest and study, and can any day or eveniDg 
attend some concert or recital of high grade. The 
variety presented generally allows a choice between the 
concerts of educational value and thofffe which have no 
higher purpose than simply to entertain. 
To entertain is good, but to educate and consequently 
to elevate is better. But the world does not, as a gen¬ 
eral thing, choose the better. That concert is chosen 
that simply tickles the ear, not the one that on the face 
of it is going to make the hearer use his brains to enjoy 
it. 
No oue, unless he is very one sided, is going to deny 
that oue of the missions of music is to furnish simple fleasure, enjoyment that requires no particular thought, 
t is no slight mission to supply a relaxation to tired 
minds, nerves, and mnsefes that is in itself perfectly 
harmless, no matter in what quantity it be taken. 
“ Music is the only sensual pleasure without vice.” 
This being trne, and I think no one would question it, 
we fiiay say that did music have no higher mission than 
simply to divert and to rest tired humanity, or to occupy 
in a harmless way those who might otherwise be engaged 
in that which was not harmless, had it no higher mis¬ 
sions than these, mankind should rise up and call it 
blessed. 
Many musicians and many writers on musical topics 
forget that this is a legitimate use of njusic. They con¬ 
tinually cry “the highest, the broadest, the deepest 
music or none.” They forget that to understand such 
music as they clamor for requires years of preparation 
for its proper reception. They, for the time being, for¬ 
get their own years (but too often months) of 8 udy. 
We could not expect people to voluntarily submit 
themselvps to a variety of lectures in Greek or Russian 
if they did not know more than the mere alphabet of 
these languages. And it is not too much to say that the 
majority of concert at'erdants do not know more than 
the alphabet of music. Even the average music student 
has little more than the primer of musical knowledge. 
Notice I say the average pupil. Jhere are some, of 
course, that have passed that line. f 
But if we accept the statement that to elevate is better 
than to entertain, we must agree that simply to be en¬ 
tertained when one realizes that he ought to be hearing 
that which would be educational and uplifting, is a loss 
of time and opportunity. In doing this, one subjects 
himself to condemnation of self and the pity or con- 
• tempt of others. 
It is not necessary to attempt to prove the fact that 
music in its higher forms and in its better presentations, 
has great possibilities for broadening and uplifting 
humanity. 
Many may laogh at this statement; but then again, 
that many may neither have heard music in any of its 
highest Forms, nor by its best exponents. And even bad 
they done so, they may have been ignorant of its very 
alphabet or impervious to its beauties. 
The thiDg to be deplored is that people generally pro¬ 
gressive in other matters are willing to stay on a low 
plane musically. Let them have a choice between a 
song and daoce affair and a respectable concert and 
they choose the former: or, be it to go to a comic opera 
or a symphony concert and the music box comedy has 
their unwavering patronaee. A concert of cheap bal¬ 
lads, of the “ After the Ball ” type, attracts them where 
Haydn and Handel would be passed without thought. 
The “ Maiden’B Prayer,” and pieces of similar saccharine 
trash, are rapturously applauded wljere a Cbopin noc¬ 
turne is voted a bore. 
Ts not this a true picture of the enjoyment tbat-the 
average person has in mnsic. 
But how to make a brighter picture, “that is the 
question." One does not need deep technical knowl¬ 
edge, nor is the ability to perform well on some instru¬ 
ment a necessity for the enjoyment of a higher grade of 
music. 
Why do our young people dislike the better hymn 
tunes in onr church hymnals and care naught for the 
melodies of Weber or Mendelssohn' sometimes there 
found? The answer is plain : because they were brought 
up on musical trash in the Sunday Bchool. Introduce 
good, sensible music into that nursery of the church, 
and in the future you will have a congregation of young 
people who enjoy the better class of church tnusic, and 
in whom tfcfiFe is an abundance of material for a strong 
and competent chorus. 
Oue may le&rn to like the better grade of mnsic by 
hearing i*s not by avoiding it. We must do just as the 
child doeB in Bchool, continually work at something just 
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a little beyond us. To step too, far beyond is useless. 
A little at a time means certain progress. 
Next week try to hear a little .better concert than last 
week. To-day try to play a better piece than yesterday. 
To-morrow listen to Home belter mnsic than yon did to^ 
day. Persist in climbing. What’s the use of continually 
“ marfiing lime” when you might step out and “get 
somewhere. ’ ’ This is the sum total of the whole matter, to 
continually try to grasp a little more and a little better. 
All the aid of con versa* ron with musicians one can 
have, or of reading mnsical literature, the better. Sobn 
we begin to wonder how we could have ever enjoyed 
such shallow marie, how we coaid have neglected so ' 
many musical opportunities. Soon we begin to grasp 
the meaning hidden in the maste^ works, soon they un¬ 
fold their beauties before ua mohe and more. They 
withdraw themselves from those who have no ambition 
to know them, but on reaching upland offering a recep¬ 
tive ear, they give us continually new ideas '"Und new 
beauties, and fulfill their mission of uplifting and 
strengthening ns. * 
They do more than to recreate us, they re-create. 
THE 0A8TE OF THE MUSIOIAN. 
Is Europe in the last century the musician was held 
to be only a superior order of servant. He was- happy 
if he coaid secure the patronage of some ndf'noblemau, 
and this accomplished, was content to be addressed as 
“ Er,” the contemptuous third person of the Germans, 
or to perform even menial services, when reqnirett. 
This is startlingly shown by advertisements of about a 
hundred years ago, wherein we find calls for footmen 
who were able, on occasion, to sing in concerted music, 
and valets who could, when required, sustain second 
violin or viola in a string quartet. All thiB falae'posi- 
tion came from the fact that concerts had not become 
frequent at thaC-time, and the musician could not draw 
his sustenance directly from public favor. England was 
somewhat better off in this matter than continental 
Europe, for concerts for the public had their beginning 
there and were always looked npon with favor. They 
began in the rei$n of Charles II and came about because 
of the introduction of the new drink named “Coffee” 
into London. When the first coffee houses were es¬ 
tablished they became a sort of exchange where the 
first business men, and men of leisure also, met, and the 
proprietors Boon tried to enchance their drawing powers 
by giving free music to their guests, and as this proved 
vastly successful, they soon found it advantageous to add 
better artists to their mnsical attractions and to charge a 
small entrance fee while the music was going on. These 
were the earliest regular public concerts. In continental 
Europe nothing of this kind was attempted, and the 
musician often found himself the slave of some petty 
aristrocrat who cared little for music and less for its 
representatives. The result was baneful in the extreme. 
Haydn was treated entirely as a menial by the Ester- 
hazys until after he had won popular success in London. 
In early life he was Porpora’s bootblack, and it was only 
when he was world famous that he was able to break the 
fetters of an iron caste. With Mozart the case was far 
worse; in the first place he had a far more sensitive and 
leas servile nature, than Haydn, and secondly, his master, 
the Archbishop of Salzburg, wsb a mucb greater “ cad ” 
than prince Esterhazy. On one occasion when Mozart 
ventured to demand a slightly better position he was 
kicked oat of the room forcibly. Schubert, when teach 
ing at the castle of the Eeteihazy's, was content to 
associate with the servants on a footing of equality. It 
is only in this century that the status of the musician 
has been socially improved to its proper level. Nor was 
it Beethoven who wrought the change. He, to be sure, 
roundly abused his princely patrons even while receiv ng 
their favors, and shocked the oonrtier and poet Goethe 
by pushing in his shirt sleeves through a gathering of 
noblemen whom he met during one of his rambles; but 
this was a kind of bearishness that pleased them, even, 
because of its odd flavor, and they looked upon B- et- 
hoven as a strange andjincoutb animal to be borne wiih 
because of his oddity. 
It was Liszt, however, who first thoroughly voiced the 
standing of a true musician, aad in a manner worthy of 
a gentleman, too. When, on bis return from one of his 
concert tours, he met the Princess Metternich in a salon 
crowded with nobility, and was asked by her whether he 
had done agbod business, he replied, severely, “ I make 
mnsic, madam, not business I ” And in that remark the 
dignity of the position of the musical artistwaa first an¬ 
nounced to the fashionable world, 
—There can be no definite age fixed upon as to the 
time for beginning the study of music. The develop¬ 
ment of the musical taste in the young is the best ?;uide as to the proper time. Let the boys and girls 
requently hear good music, and also permit them 
to have access to the pianoforte, under proper super¬ 
vision ; aDd as they begin to have ideas of their own 
with regard to compositions, they should have a teacher. 
There is more danger of beginning too early with teach¬ 
ing than too late. Only the best teachers should be en¬ 
gaged. It is a fallacy to believe that “ anybody will 
do” for teaching beginners.—Almira Greene. 
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MUSICAL EDUCATION. 
BY JAMK8 M. TRACY. 
WHAT REQUIREMENTS ARE NECESSARY? 
Abuses creep into every profession, the musical is cer¬ 
tainly not exempt. It is a fact, a subject of severe com¬ 
ment, that there are bo many uneducated, incompetent 
persons engaged in teaching in the musical profession 
who ought not to be there. By their teaching and ex¬ 
ample they are doing incalculable harm to the cause of 
musical education. They hang like millstones around 
the necks of the competent, thus preventing a vast 
amount of good which might otherwise be accomplished. 
There ought to be Boma method devised by which the 
unworthy, uneducated, can be prevented from gaining 
admission to the profession. It is cause for serious 
alarm that so many poorly equipped teachers are con¬ 
stantly gaining positions in its ranks. Some of them are 
honest, no doubt, but unprepared for so difficult a battle 
field. 
We look upon the musical profession as the most beau¬ 
tiful, important, and sacred (next to religion) of all the 
professions. It certainly ought to be filled with those 
who are fully qualified by nature, education, culture, and 
respectability- The relined, sacred character of this di¬ 
vine an demands that its profession Bhonld certainly 
contain only the beat. No one should be admitted to 
membership, with liberty to teach, who cannot furnish 
the highest testimonials from the best acknowledged au¬ 
thority. ' ^ 
What requirements are necessary to become a success¬ 
ful music teacher? Where best obtained, at home or 
abroad ? The first important point to be considered is, 
whether the one contemplating music as a life study, 
a profession, is fitted by natural qualifications for filling 
such a position? It is necessary then, to ascertain what 
some of these natural qualifications are. Among others, 
is a good physique, including all the seDseB. Senses, 
because mnsic requires them to a much greater extent 
than any other profession or calling. An inborn love for 
music, which ought to be manifested early in life ; a good 
English education, including some knowledge of German 
and French ; a good presence, industry, perseverance, 
patience, au angelic disposition, and a faculty of impart¬ 
ing intelligently what is known to others; these are 
among some of the indispensable requirements. Some 
knowledge of human nature, sufficient to understand how 
to guide pupil* onward so as to produce the best results, 
is important. A good physique means a sound body with 
all the various functions pertaining thereto in perfect 
condition. Deficiency in any one of these, in any mate¬ 
rial reBpect, will not readily adjust itself to music, and 
therefore do not associate well together. 
Again persons who are not endowed with fine, sensi¬ 
tive feelings, who do not instantly feel, recognize, and 
appreciate the subtle power of music in all its moat beau¬ 
tify), varied forms, who do not conscientiously love the 
•art for pure art’s sake, who do not adopt the profession 
because their love and inclinations lead them that way, 
ought not to think under any circumstances of following 
it as a profession, nor should such people be permitted 
to occupy any leading position within its sacred circle. 
Notwithstanding this severe stricture, there are many 
occupying influential positions, claiming full rights, privi¬ 
leges, ana fellowship with us, who really have no claims 
or moral right to be in the profession. They are not 
there from any love of the art, desire, fitness or qualifi¬ 
cations earned by study and discipline, but solely tor the 
purpose of getting the loaves and fishes. ?- 
With 80 large a number of uneducated, unmusical, 
uncongenial, unappreciative haogers on, how are the 
educated members to lift bp and briDg any considerable 
number of people to a higher standard of muBical appre¬ 
ciation? Yet we are expected to accomplish this most 
wonderful result. How the profession is to get rid of 
these incompetent teachers who are now overcrowding 
its ranks is the burning question of the hour. A good 
education in these modern limes, to fill any profession or 
rank in life, is absolutely demanded, and there is no pro 
fessioQ or position where it is more required than in the 
musical profession. 
Being in possession of all the faculties enumerated, 
brings us to the point where one can seriously begin to 
think of making music a life study to follow it as a pro¬ 
fession. It is a colossal undertaking which should not 
be entered into without due consideration as to fitness, 
and a supply of funds with which to carry it to a success¬ 
ful termination. It is a wonderfully mistaken opinion 
many people have that music is one of the easiest pro¬ 
fessions. The experience of all those who know, who 
have been in the profession any length of time, whose 
opinions are worth having, is, that there is no harder or 
more exacting one, and whoever asserts to the contrary 
has no knowledge of, nor any true conception of its 
many dJJjcul’tes. 
The second requirement to success is a quick ear, 
sharp eye, a warm, sympathetic heart, a level head, an 
active brain. The ear receives all sounds whether musi¬ 
cal or otherwise- It must, then be keenly, sensitively 
educated, that it may be absolutely sure in judging cor¬ 
rectly of all musical effects, however slight. It mast be 
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capable of detecting and separating the mnsical from the 
nnmusical sounds with discriminating exactness, and be 
able tp give intelligent reasons therefor. The eye qoickly 
takes in and comprehends all the mnsical emblems, char¬ 
acters, and Bigns used in musical writing. The heart, the 
medium of sentiment and love, feels, sympathizes, appre¬ 
ciates, and responds to all that is true, noble, and beau¬ 
tiful in music. An active, well trained brain ib indispen- 
sible, for it represents the power, th^ mainspring by 
which all the other faculties are put in mo’ion. But the 
brain, if not properly educated and disciplined by mas¬ 
ter hands, is incapable of producing any marked benefi¬ 
cial results. Even w)ien in possession of all the above 
attainments few ever succeed in reaching to any consid¬ 
erable state of perfection. Tbe rudiments, the' most 
essential part of all branches of education, claim the 
earnest attention of those who wish to become competent 
or successful teachers. How few students in any depart¬ 
ment of science, literature, or art, think the rudiments 
of sufficient importance to devote much time to their 
stndy, to learn them as they should be learned. Yes, 
for few teachers ever take the trouble to ascertain whether 
their pupils are thoroughly grounded in them or not- 
The successful teacher never neglects to indelibly stamp 
ou the minds of his pupils tbe great importance of the 
first principles at the beginning of bis instructions. 
The best representative masters all over the world are 
at present engaged in urging upon their professional 
brethren the absolute necessity ot devoting more careful 
attention to this much neglected branch of musical edu- 
ca*ion. Next in importance to this subject the success¬ 
ful teacher begins the technical work. In piano or organ 
playing the true movement of the fingers is explained by 
the use of simple finger exercises. The wrist movement 
and carriage of the arms follow. The scales and arpeg¬ 
gios famish the key to nearly all technical difficulties. 
That they should be correctly fingered and perfectly 
learned goes without saying. 
The rules given for the finger, wrist, and arm move¬ 
ments, together with correct fingering of scales, arpeg¬ 
gios, and other passages, furnish the vital points of sluay 
for successful pianists and piano instruction. 
There is no denying the fact that incorrect fingering 
leads to coarse playing, and that such playing is largely 
the result of very poor instmetion. There is no such 
thing on record where persons have become good per¬ 
formers, or successful teachers, who have not at some 
time been thoroughly schooled or edacated by the most 
competent masters. It is preposterous to suppose there 
have, or, that one, two, or three terms of instmetion will 
prodnee a successful teacher. To be a successful piauo 
teacher, one must learn, and be familiar with the gen¬ 
eral routine of piano studies, with their educatiou&l 
pieces. 
As no successful teacher can afford to be a bigot, it is 
necessary for him to become acquainted with the com¬ 
positions of tbe lighter, showy, concert music by such 
writers as Liszt, Thalberg, Dreyschock, Dupont, Jaell, 
Ascher, Bendel, Raff, Moszkowaki, Scbarwenka, Mayer, 
Schulhiff, Paine, Mason, Mills, and McDowell, in fact, 
all legitimate schools of music ought to be made familiar, 
must be, to gain that desired success wbicb all successful 
teachers are in pursuit of. 
The successful teacher ought, to know the different 
phases and effects of musical literature as they existed 
at the time when the great masters lived. If they know 
this from personal study and proper examples, they will 
be better prepared to teach, to criticise, than those who 
do not make themselveB familiar in this line of work. 
When compositions are played or sang too fast there 
is no time afforded to properly phrase or give expres¬ 
sion to them. No educated, conscientious artist will take 
liberties with the traditional marking of a symphony, ' 
concerto, or sonata, but will, so far _as^ he U capable, 
carry out the composer’s intentions. This subject of 
traditional tempis is causing much icontroversy at pres¬ 
ent between artiBts and critics, for many of them seri¬ 
ously differ on this'subject. By changing the traditional 
rendering of Mozart’s and Beethoven's symphonies, 
Arthur Nickisch lost his position as conductor of the 
Boston orchestra. 
Persons who have never had the opportunity to 
mingle in the society of cultivated musicians, whose 
advantages have been comparatively limited in hearing 
the best music interpreted by acknowledged artists, have 
no moral right to criticise those who.have enjoyed such 
opportunities. The reason why is so very obvious there 
is no occasion for argument. We may be permitted to 
say further in this connection that a large~oity presets 
more opportunities for hearing great artists, for hearing 
good music performed, with far better surrouudings than 
a small one, and be who lives in tbe large one must 
naturally be better educated, cultivated, and more ap¬ 
preciative than tbe one who lives in the smaller one. 
There is mu«h to, be learned from hearing good music 
performed by acknowledged great players and singers, 
much more than can be learned from single lessons, 
even when given by tbe best teachers. 
To hear a great chojrus sing an oratorio, an orchestra 
perform a symphony, a' soloist play a concerto, or a 
prima donna sing in grand opera, is not only educa¬ 
tional, but a revelation of what music is, and yet one 
often hears the severest criticisms pronounced by those 
who never had the opportunity of nearing aDy of these 
things. The successful teacher has not only possessed 
opportunities to hear all the above, but is constantly 
striving to hear more. To be still further successful one •. 
must be a good disciplinarian, but his discipline must be 
tempered with good judgment and kindness. At timeB 
oue is called upon to be severe, for there are occasions 
when severityJb demanded. There are some pupils 
whose actions and sayings are enough to provoke a 
saint, bat the successful teacher keeps and stifles his 
temper when in their presence. 
No teacher can be successful with a claws of dull, un¬ 
musical scholars ; he must have talented, ambitious, dili¬ 
gent ones, else he cannot succeed, no matter how much 
talent, education, and experience he may possess Cir¬ 
cumstances sometimes make poor teachers successful, 
while others possessing superior qualifications are obliged 
to take a back seat. This is discouraging, but has to be 
submitted to. 
, We conscientiously believe the necessity which did 
-exist a few years ago for students to go abroad to study 
music does uot exist,at the present time. There are as 
many superior, facilities for oETaining a thorough musi¬ 
cal education here as are furnished in London, Paris, or 
Berlin. It is a conceded fact that there are more skill¬ 
ful performers, as many superior singers in America 
to day as can be found in Europe, excepting, of course, 
the few who have acquired a world-wide fame from long 
service in the concert room. Bos'od, New York, ana 
Chicago contain as large, well arranged conservatories, 
and as perfect orchestral organizations, as can be found 
in any European city. 
Thedry, harmony, composition, and instrumentation, 
are now taught here by such men as Paine, Chadwick, 
Schsrweuka, McDowell, and Dvorak, men of the highest 
eminence as composers. Where can their superiors be. 
found? From what has been said it will be readily seen 
that the earnest pupil cau accomplish as much in this 
country as in Europe, and at about tbe same cost. Yet, 
all things considered, it is always advantageous for 
American students.to go abroad. It has a tendency to 
ta^e out mach of the couceit which sfflicts a majority of 
them; it enlarges their understanding and broadens 
them in almost every direction. It is therefore advisable 
for tbe student to obtain this broadening, polishing pro¬ 
cess by going to Europe; but don’t go before being 
thoroughly well prepared at home, as many do, much to 
their regret. German teachers, as a rule, do not hesi¬ 
tate to tell their pupils they know nothing, or next to 
nothing. They delight ia so doing; but such severe, 
degrading strictures do not set well on the young Amer¬ 
ican eagle, and while he resents the insults feels obliged 
to submit to them, because there is no other way if he 
desires their instruction. 
. A HINT AND AN ADYIOE. 
BY K. BRR8LAUR—C. W. GRIMM. 
With disgust, many teachers go to their pupils; un- 
cheerfully they give a lesson, and uncheerfully the pupil 
takes it. Such a conduct can Arever produce good 
results. I will disclose to you teachers a way by 
which you can turn every lesson into an hour of 
plea«ure to yourself and your.pupil. Make it a point, 
and'prepare yoursell accordingly, always to tell the 
pupil something new, something worth knoiyng. You 
will have the satisfaction of having done* some good, 
and the pupil will enjoy the treat. 
But what is necessary in order to be able to accom¬ 
plish all this? You must learn continually ; always take 
up n$w studies; never rest. “To rest is to rust; " rust 
produces notches, and & notched knife is a cause of dis¬ 
gust to the housewife; just so a rusty and dull mind 
_qa»kps a teacher disgustful- The pupil finding in his 
teacher* an inexhaustible source of knowledge, becomes 
interested, and it fills him with a mind and desire to 
accomplish something. Being thus disposed, he'■will 
do his duties and thereby arrive gradually si a higher 
stage of perfection. In turn, \he progress- he makes 
will-liave its effect upon the teacher; the pleasure to 
work which he enkindled in the pupil, beams'-forth to 
the teacher like a ray of sunshine, enlivens and cheers 
him up, and does not let the pleasure in the blissful 
work pass away in him. Truly an incomparably beauti¬ 
ful reciprocal action. 
Wronoi.y Named. — Tommie : “ I fink it’s awful funny 
to Bay baby's cutting teeth, I fink it a heap truer to say 
her teeth are cullin' the baby.” 
Later, when Tommie was taking music lessonB, be^was 
as curious to know why they called a well known char¬ 
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ETHICAL CULTURE AND MUSIO. 
BY HENRY GRANGER HANOHETT, M. D. 
When musi^is up for discussion, how often do we hear 
it asserted that this art is an uplifting, ennobling influ¬ 
ence with which one cannot be brought in contact with¬ 
out being thereby made the better ; that it ib the greatest 
agency for the regeneration of the world ; that it is tbe 
hand-maid of religion ; that its use in the BerviceB of the 
church does more good than the sermons; and much 
more of the same character expressed by the aid of 
many superlatives. 
I have not yet been able to establish any psychological 
relations between music as such, and moralB. I nave 
found isome of the purest and best bouIb devotedly 
attache^ to the art ana never so happy .as when under its 
.influence ; and I have found aleo acknowledged artiste 
of the highest qualifications, whose love for music and 
accomplishments in its production and performance de¬ 
served the strongest encomiums, but whose low moral 
tone, degraded standards, unrestrained appetites, and 
vicious tendencies made it impossible to bfelieve that 
mTftic had done anything mote than refine the manner 
and modify the course of their indulgences without in 
the least affecting either th^ir nature or their motives. 
How could it? Music appeals to the musical faculties, 
to tune and time, to constructiveness aud ideality. You 
can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear. If you wish 
to appeal to veneration, benevolence, firmness, hope, 
self-esteem, yon must choose themes and motives re¬ 
lating to these facul'ies ; and it iB neither exalting music 
to assert that it is such a theme or degrading to say it is 
not—the former is simply attempting to take the art out 
of its sphere, and the latter is recognizing the eternal 
fitness of things and sticking to tbe truth. And the man 
who has troth squarely on hiB side is always in the 
strongest position. Nothing but the grace of God in bis 
heart ever made man better. Other things may have im¬ 
proved his manners or increased his knowledge or 
heightened his polish or extended his fame; but grace, 
and grace only, is able to make him morally better. 
But whether music is a means of grace or not there iB 
no possible doubt .that the study of music may be- 
Mark 1 I say “ may be, ” not “is.” 
For it seems to me that while we have a vast amount 
of study of singing and of mngical instruments, we have 
very little trne study of music. I find tbe evidence to 
support in the slight interest manifested by tbe people in 
general in the art as such, and in the low standards 
foierated in the music of (be church and of the theatre. 
It seems to me that if only a small part of the energy 
that has been put into the study of the piano had been 
devoted to a systematic study of music as an art, an 
expression of the beautiful, there would have been lotfg 
ago a great, number of persona acquainted -with tfi'e 
grounds of judging a composition and the means of 
distinguishing tbe meritorious from the worthless. 
When pupils .have been sent to us to learn music we 
have insisted instead upon teaching them how to play or 
sing. We have endeavored to train their muscles or 
form their tones ; we have had them labor through a 
mass of technique, 6tudes, vocalisea, and exercises; have 
pot pieces before them requiring weeks of work upon 
mechanism alone, and have expended our criticism upon 
their faults of execution, touch,'-and expression. If a 
concert has come under review, we have pointed out 
through the press and in lessons how such a difficulty 
waB mastered and how this artist’s skill compared with 
that, or where such a method showed superiority. Even 
when we have been asked to teach harmony and compo¬ 
sition we have set our pupils to spelling chords and 
stringing together examples in musical Byntax. 
I balreve that good music hfcs a higher ethical value 
than poor, and that the person who can distinguish the 
work of a musician in the composition of a good hymn 
tune, from the jingle of a ditty Bet to religions rubbish 
by a musical preteuder, is better educated in the art. and 
in so far a better man, than is he who can play either 
tune at Bight, prestissimo, so as to astonish the by¬ 
standers, but without knowing or caring what he is about. 
If is impossible to teach music, to educate tbe people 
to become discriminating critics and interested listeners, 
to make them lovers and supporters-of art. It Ib possible 
to cultivate taste, observation, and judgment in music, 
and by means of it in other things, and it is worth doing 
and will advance the intellectual and the artistic worth 
of the individuals so taught. I am not an apostle of 
mediocrity in any sense. I-believe that now and then 
pereonR appear who have gifts and talents making it 
evident that they should be trained to the highest achiev- 
menta of virtuosity, just as I believe that an occasional 
church spire is a commendable feature of city architec¬ 
ture. Bat health is proportionate activity of all the 
bodily powers and functions ; mpntal health, or sanity, 
is^the proportionate activity of all the faculties of the 
mind, and he who devotes many working hours daily for 
years to the acquirement of technical proficiency on the 
keyboard of a piano cannot devote proportionate time to 
the remaining faculties of body or mind. Our church 
8p«resare apt to contain in darknegs much dust arid rub¬ 
bish. As a rule, those who are adapted for technical 
proficiency are so gifted that great skill comes to them 
in. comparatively little time, while other ambitious but 
misguided monals devote to practice hours that could 
be more wisely expended. I know how hard it is for a 
piano teacher, for example, to take a pupil and let him 
play badly if only he ‘learnB to understand and love the 
music, instead of making him play it well at the risk'of 
having him learn to hate it; becanse some rival teacher 
or critic will be sure to say that this, pupil cannot play a 
scale decently, knows nothing of technique, and “ ought 
to have come to me for lessons.” Nevertheless, it would 
have done tbe cause of good music an incalculable service 
if at leaBt one half of all the persons who have been 
taught by the musical profession had been taught to see 
the beauty and meaning of music and the Bource of its 
value and power, at the sacrifice of all the attempie made 
to teach them to play or sing. It would not have resulted 
in leas good piano playing, but in much more than we have 
at present; for when the pupils.had acquired through 
our teaching that which a musical atmosphere gives the 
young before they reach the teacher—I mean the 
love for mnBic—they would then have thempelves desired 
to learn to play well, and would have taken the necessary 
steps through appreciation of their necessity and under¬ 
standing of their object, which now they take listlessly 
and reluctantly because their parents insist upon it. 
LISZT AND MENDELSSOHN. 
BY A. STRELEZKJ. 
“You know,” said Liszt, “that Mendelssohn, who 
was the most zealous musician who ever lived, always 
had a dislike for me, and on one occasion, at a soiree at 
Dr. K—’s, he drew a^picture of the Devil on a black¬ 
board, playing his G minor concerto with five hammers, 
in lieu of fingers, on each hand. The truth of the 
matter is that I once played his concerto in G minor from 
the manuscript, and as I found several of the passages 
rather simple and not broad enough, if I may use the 
term, I changed them to suit my own ideas. This, of 
course, annoyed Mendelssohn, who, unlike Schumann 
or Chopin, would never take a hint or advice from any¬ 
one. Moreover, Mendelssohn, who, although a refined 
pianiBt, waa not a virtuoso, never could play my compo¬ 
sitions with any kind of effect, his technical skill being 
inadequate to the execution of intricate passages. So 
thp only course Open to him, he thought, was to vilify 
me as a musician. And, of course, whatever Mendels¬ 
sohn did, Leipzig did also. However, I waa, once, more 
than fully revenged on him. 
“ I well remember meeting him at dinner at the Com- 
teBse de P-’a. in Paris. He had been unusually witty 
and vivacious at dinner, so that after dessert the Comtesse 
asked him if he would not favor us with one of his last 
Lieder, or, in fact, anything he chose to select. He 
most graciously condescended to sit down at the piano, 
and, to my astonishment, instead of treating us to one of 
his own compositions, he commenced my Rhapsodie, 
No. 4, which he played so abominably badly as regards 
both the execution and the sentiment that most; of the 
guests, who had heard it played by myself on previous 
occasions, burst out laughing. Mendelssohn, however, 
got quite angry at their mirth, and improvising a finale 
after the 30tn bar or' so, dashed into his Capriccio in F 
Bharp minor. No. 6, which he played through with ele¬ 
gance and a certain amount of respect. At the con¬ 
clusion we all applauded him. and then, when he begged 
me to play something new and striking, as he somewhat 
viciously referred to my compositions, I determined I 
would have some revenge and fun at his expense. So I 
seated myBelf at the piano, aod announced that I would 
perform the Capriccio, Op. 5, Mendelssohn, arranged for 
concert performance by myself. 
“ In a second the guests had comprehended that I 
intended being revenged on Mendelssohn for batchering 
my poor Rhapsodie, although I suppose many thought 
it a rather hazardous attempt to play a difficult compo¬ 
sition in a new garb or arrangement on the spur of the 
moment, especially with the composer sitting wbhin two 
yards of the keyboard. However, I did what I had 
announced to do, and at the conclusion, Mendelssohn, 
instead of bursting out with indignation end rage atmyv 
impudence and liberty, took my right-band in bis, and 
turned it over, backward and forward, and bent the 
fingers this way and that, finally remarking laughingly, 
* aB l had beaten him on the keyboard, he^fbonght his 
only way for vindication was to challenge me to box, 
bnt that now, since he had examined my handle would 
have to abandon that decision I ’ So everything passed 
over smoothly, and what might have been a very un¬ 
pleasant meeting turned out a most enjoyable contre¬ 
temps. However, Mendelssohn forgave, but he never 
forgot l ” 
—Don't talk about the mistakes, but so shape circum¬ 
stances that all events may be used- for good._ There is 
something fchich can be utilized in everything which 
happens to us\The bee finds honey in every flower- 
more in some than in others, to be sure, but none are 









BOOSEY & CO OOHOEBBING TONE-OOLOE IN PIAN.O 
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The following is a selection of our recent and success- 
ful Ballads, Songs, etc., etc.:— Thebe has recently been a sort of joint discussion in 
The HoIt City. Stkpheh Adams.. 76c. Susie, °f the question whether the touch of a pianist 
Adlen, Marie ! "Stephbn Adams 60c. could affect the quality (color or timbre) of the tone pro- 
Serer a Bose. F. A. Cowxr.66c. duced, and also how far this could be affected by tbe use 
Listen te the Children. F. A. Coweh ..60c. of the damper pedal. The subject ia of intereat to every 
Anf Hiederselui. 1 pianist and teacher, and it would be well, therefore, to 
Queen of all the Rosea, i Dora Txmflx.60c. conB;der it here. 
Lore’s Noctarne. Hora Ten me.60c. The quality (toaeVlor) of tone produced by a piano 
Ae Fond Kiss. A 8. Gattt.60c. airing depends, like^bne-quality everywhere, on the 
The Carnlral. J. L. Moi.loV. 60c. relative prominence'of certain overtones. It ia known 
Lore Comes to All. J. L. Moi-lot.. 60c. that the tone produced by such arstring is never simple, 
Roee of Kenmare. Fean. Bar am.60c. but ia a complex tone, made up of the fuudatneotal tone 
Easter Ere. Ce. Goosod.76c. of the string, combined with the fainter tones produced 
Old Nary. C V Stankied .60c. by the vibration of tbe simple'fractions of the stung: 
Lore Me or Not.' 8aoom-.Z".60c. j, i, I, h l- I. i. The q™111? or “c0'°r”°C the 
Queen or My Days. Ecus Weight.-.60c. lone depends on which ol these “overtones or upper 
Wionom and Lore. A-L.........600. partials ” are most prominent. Let us inquire what are 
Knight’s Leap. F. CoBBarr.60c. the conditions which determine the relative prominence 
City BeaotlfbL p] Rodhky.76c. oi these overtones which help to make up the complex 
Pilgrim of Nazareth. P. Roman.60c. tone, and aleo whether any of these conditions are under 
NoworNerer. J L. Roacaax..60c. the control of the piadst. 
No for an Answer. J. L. Rokcsel.60c. 1. Tone quality depends, for one tbiog, on the place 
Eventide of Rest- Miltom Wsi-ukos.60c. inhere the hammer strikes the string. Wherever the 
hammer strikes, the string “bulges,” of course; t «... 
the impact of the hammer tends to produce the greatest 
NFFW FnnnATTfVNr AT. WOTHT amplitude of vibration at that particular point, and to 
JNLW TjUUUAllUlNiilJ VV UIUY. break np or weakeQ all Ihe partial tone8 made by divi_ 
Now being used by the Leading Master* In gjonB 0f the string which have their “ nodes” at or near 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal the point where the hammer strikes. For example, if 
College, etc., London, England. the were to strike the string exactly in the mid- 
4- COT rrr n-T 4> die,il woal<* breat UP or greatl7 weaken both the oc- 
* OU Oviil 2La\3‘LX.B.- tave8 and tbe (iouhle octaves of the fundamental; be- 
By F. P. TOSTI, cause they both are produced by divisions which force a 
“node” at exactly the middle point of the string. 
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. half Qf the string producer the octave pf the 
These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tostl lor the middle reg- whole string and each fourth of it produces the Becond 
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable lor all voices. or doable octave.) If the hammer strikes the string at 
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious In charac- # . t one.third of iUj , lh) it wi)1 break ap the fifth 
,r a. to b. practically »l.6ou. .nrta. ^ ^ flnd „„ Now a„ 
the overtones produced by fractions of a Btring, up 
JUST PUBLISHED. one eighth, are consonant, except those produced by the'- 
seventhB. Beyond the eighth, a majority of the over- 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. toneB are dissonant, but very faint. It is common, there- 
(Enqlish and German Words J fore, for\he best piano makers so to arrange the scale 
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL. tliat each bammer strikes at a point one-seventh of the 
J . . . . . . length of the string from its point of support. This 
These Songs are corrtldered to be the finest work ever produced by ,CUS 6 * , . . , f 
this Eminent Composer. breaks up the seventh overtone, the moat prominent of 
„ _ ~ .. the dissonant overtones, leaving the overtones which 
_ make up the major chord undisturbed. Inis, ot course, 
ia not at all under the control of the pianist, but is de- 
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS. termined for him by the maker of his instrument. 
- 2. Another point which determines the number and 
CjLKTATA FOR CHLLDRBir, . relative prominence of the overtones is the weight and 
“THE HWKETE8T SONG,” tension of the string. A large, heavy Btring will not so 
By J L; ROECKEL. readily be thrown into small fractional vibrations as a 
- * small, thin one. Something depends, also, on its length 
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION, and tension. Other things being equal, a long string 
will divide into more and smaller fractions than a short 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. one, and so on. This, also, is obviously not under the 
A collection of Solo* tor all voice*, from standard j&kc. All In orlg- control of the pianist, 
inal keys, with original accompaniments. 3. A third consideration which determines the relative 
_ ^ prominence of the< overtones is the size, -shape, and 
hardness or softness of the hatnmeh A yery soft, 
Write for our Catalogues. Free on Application. broad hamme*wili divfde the airing into fewer.«m»n 
fractions than a hard hammer with a sharp edge, the 
BOLE AGENTS FOB force of the blow being equal. A very soft, broad htm- 
punnur A- QfVNrc Tnnrion raer will, generally speaking, produce none of the high 
ENOOH. & bUNb, London, .. dissonant overtones due to the vibration of the string in - 
PATTEESON (fe SONS, Edinburgh, fractions beyond one eighth; while a small, narrow, 
1 T. wrpq -n A rpTT t i * hard hammer will evoke a great many of them. The 
JAMEib ijAIll, London, ghgpg ancj texture of tbe hammer of course are deter- 
_ mined by the piano maker, not by the pianist. 
4. Bat there ia one important factor in determining 
r n l^e re^at*ve prominence of the overtopes which is always 
I under the control of the pianist, viz., the force and sud- 
FAST FOURTEENTH 8T. dermess of the bleu, of the hammer. A audden, violet 
^ hammer on the string will always set it 
HEW YORK CITY. vibrating in small fractions, producing a harsh quality of 
tone by the admixture of high, dissonant overtones; 
whereas a more gradual blow, approximating a push, 
wi\l never evoke these dissonant elements. Tone-quali¬ 
ty, then, depends, when the piano is one scientifically 
built by a first-class maker, on the “touch” of the 
player. Let any one strike the key of a first-class piano 
violently'With the end of his stiff finger, with the wrist 
and arm rigid; then let him produce the moat powerful 
tone possible by means of the. “ up-arm " pressure. The 
result will satisfy him of the difference in tone-quality 
produced in the one case and in the other. The moral 
of wbioh is, that tone color is produced by touch ; that 
with a loose, flexible hand, wrist, and'arm, there may be 
an almost infinite number of gradations of touch, both 
of pressure and of modified blows; and that none of 
them need produce a harsh tone, while, within certain ^ 
limits, there may be a very considerable variety of toDe- 
quality. The Bubject of touch, therefore, is shown to be 
of fundamental and transcendent importance ; while the 
choice of a piano is no Ibbs so. 
THOROUGHNESS. 
BY THAI.KON ni.AKE. 
In this age of hurry and rush, the habit of being 
always thorough is a most valuable possession, which the 
laggards say is so seldom acquired for want of time. 
It is a laudable and wise ambition to learn something 
of everything, as far as practicable, aside from some one 
study well known, hut he who knows something of 
everything without being well up in some one thiDg, 
will eventually find out he knows nothing of value. 
He might be called a jack-of*all learning and master 
of none. A smattering of everything is a hindrance to 
concentration, which alone counts for much at this day. 
Such advances are continually being made in science 
and art that it is all tbe average man can do to keep 
track of any one branch, much letia to fathom the doings 
qf all. Hence it is that a thorough student in the least 
branch has plenty of opportunities to display and nse 
his acquirements for his own welfare and the advance¬ 
ment of his chosen profession. There is an ever-in¬ 
creasing market for the wares of thorough men, and it 
is an easy thing to command attentioq^ud-sespect by 
being thorough, knowing and doing 'one thing well. 
Life is too short to do,much more than this, and indeed 
it is enough. 
An ideal worthy of striving after is in being thorough 
ia one profession and knowing enough of the other im¬ 
portant odps to appreciate tbe laborers in them, and to 
keep clear of narroVnesB, which invariably comes from 
the total exclusion of all else save one chosen study. 
THE MU8I0AL RENASCENCE. 
, BY E. E I.AYTON. 
Woo can doubt the opalescent rose of music—heaven- 
kissed—is a tinge with the morning rays of the renas 
cence? What better proof than the pr.ominence given 
in oar high-grade literary publications to. thoughtful dis 
cussions of art and artists? The very literary atmos 
phere is surcharged with the electric vivifying art idea, 
and it represents a condition of affairs alike creditable 
to publisher ahd reader. Like the doughty color artiBt 
of early Florence, our artists of the mnsicaLreuaeceoce 
wield a trenchant and discerning p$n, and upon occa¬ 
sion can trace a rhetorical pastorale in strokes graceful 
and sweet, or, with quill a dance with humor fine they 
can sketch a scherzo at the expense of some premature 
critic; they can limn a soulful dirge che^ographic on 
the demise of Borne loved art brother, or they can give a 
learned dissertation—truly fugal in its beanty of literary 
form and logical sequence—on some knotty problem oi 
art. All honor to the delightful tone artists whose 
spirits can ascend to heights Parnassian, alike gracefully 
on delicate resonant staircase of ivory, or on zephyr 
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TATE Or THE OLD PIANOS. 
AVE MARIA (RockNif Ages). 
By W. H. H. SMITH. 
.1°'rr™0' *"> IMOm. A rery effectlre lolo, Hoi 
dlffleult °r of wide range. Mailed to any address on receipt of the 
price (60 cento) by the publisher, v 
IQN. FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio. 
!®Re>A’E> 
AISP. 
ft M. TaaiOA* w. *1.00, Ihwt. *1.10, Ofcora^ M 
WUiU*. U Mata, BmI Pad* | » miU. A in piaae ylm, r~mL 
raaestl&f a l»r'< joarney as a train. 8t*omi*: Tr*Ja WhUtlM. 
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»aU Uip. all bo d. Tb» Start. Twenty Mlnavei tea Dlonar. 
U«ai. The Mann. Dinner oyer they *«*la etart oa their Jooraay. Kdo( throefb nolle and Meadowe, aitll they roaoh "Bent, 
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•Aid raoolra graUe a WM.Ue. Sand Pad* and Chora* part. Mentioa 
tkls Joomkal. TUELOAB MUSIC CO.. HeiUo, Mo. 
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Ik whatever condition the old piano is taken in ex¬ 
change by the piano manufacturer, in that condition it 
generally remains. He can tone it, put a coat of varnish 
on it, make-any repairs necessary, and then it is ready 
for sale again He cannot do much for a worn action, 
and if the piano was originally a poor one and is almost 
useless he can foretell without much trouble just how 
long it will take it to reach the old'furniture shop, and 
will make all the haste possible to send it on. 
The lowest price offered by a dealer in exchange for a 
piano by any maker will be about twenty dollar^ If not 
worth that to a firm- it is worth nqthing. Pianos by first- 
rate makers, even if old and mnch used, will always 
bring from one-third to one-half their original value. If 
the same be nearly new they will bring about two-thirds. 
Such pianos of reputable make are no burden when 
taken in exchange. They are put into the best condi¬ 
tion possible and find dignified quarters in the second¬ 
hand warerooms of the beat piano houses of the city, 
from which they are sold at retail, because they can be 
recommended. They are considered as good stock in 
their way as new instruments, since they fill a gap in the 
case of intelligent musical people which would other¬ 
wise remain vacant. 
A musicianly purchaser will prefer a second-hand 
piano of standard make to a new instrument of inferior 
manufacture, and as the best piano judges are notalways 
able to pay the price of a new piano, a good second¬ 
hand one is always salable within the city limits. 
When a good firm,’however, is obliged to take in ex¬ 
change a piano of medium or low grade make—and the 
compliance of firms in matters of exchange has to cover 
a vast area—they give them no quarter on their own 
floors. Pianos of this kind are told to second-hand 
dealers, who, if they do not dispose of them directly 
at a profit, keep them for rent as long as they can, 
thereby clearing themselves before they are done with 
them. ’ ^ 
Then there is the downright decrepit piano—the worn 
out instrument of a bad maker. It stilt can make a 
noise, and so the good firm will obligingly call itA piano, 
allow twenty dollars for it and straightway send it to the 
auction room for what it may bring. Sometimes it 
brings fifteen, thirty, or forty dollars. But whether or 
not it gets a temporary lift in life, it is rapidly nearing 
extinction as a piano. The day of the grand junk shop 
is not far off. It may, if it be an old pquare piano, 
serve a time as a sideboard, but eventually the choppiDg- 
up stage comes and its wood and iron will separate and 
reappear in any and every article of furniture except a 
pjano. 
This is one of the fallacies to be dispelled. Old piano 
materials are dead to the piano world. They may con¬ 
struct a sofa frame, or the metal may be dissolved an$ 
fashioned into pots and pans, but they will never go tS 
the reconstruction of another piano—if makers know 
anything about it. 
Here is something, however, which may lie done with 
a piauo of standard make in the way of complete re¬ 
newal. In the beginning the main expense of the 
mechanical portion of a piano’ lies in the plate and 
sounding board. When these are of superior make and 
workmanship they are good practically for all time. 
After a thirty years’ u e, probably when the voice of the 
instrument has almost gone, through the felt of the ham¬ 
mers being nearly worn away, and the bushing of cloth 
in the action also worn, a completely new keyboard can 
be inserted and the piano be made to speak again with 
as much sweetness and strengfh as when first made. 
For a cost of one hundred and fifty dollars an origi¬ 
nally superior instrument, if a grand piano, can be made 
over new through this new action, and a comparatively 
dnmh piano be restored to a thousand dollar valup. But, 
it should be repeated, this can only be done in the case 
of an eminently superior piano. Middle claw pianos 
will not warrant it. A ten years’ lease of life is the most 
accorded to thesa-poor pianos, but sometimes after one 
years’ use they begin to refuse keeping in tuue. the ac¬ 
tion becomes sticky and there, are a host of other-dis¬ 
qualifications before the middle octaves show signs of 
permanent disability. When they do the piano haB 
grown useless indeed, and science has no remedy for it, 
. because it was unscientifically constructed in the begin- 
nine. 
The superior improvements in the nprigbt are now 
crowding out the square piano from the field. Ten to 
fifteen years ago the pqunr^ piano held a place between 
the upright and grand, but the upright has advanced 
beyond it, and to-day no square pianos are being turned 
out by good makers. Up to a few years ago fair prices 
were given for second-hand squares, where to-day a firm 
hesitates even at taking one in exchange. When they 
do get on the market they are generally purchased by the 
public schools. 
The most difficult piano to sell at second-hand from 
the private wareroom is the concert grand, because its 
large size does not make it suitable for private houses. 
Some pianos are like the persons who play on them— 
much benefited by change ofirrir, and take on a new 
lease of life by removal from one half hot air register, 
other half open window current, to the well tempered 
space of a rnral parlor. 
That little, short-octaved square piano, which vibrated 
under the fingers of our grandparents lingers still in the 
corners of a few homesteads, but wherever mnaic was 
in progress on the advent of the more modern instru¬ 
ments it got hustled out into the most unlikely and some¬ 
times pathetic quarters. Its value now corresponds to 
that of the willow pattern plate when it may be un¬ 
earthed Where it has not had a sacred musical niche 
for a few generations it will usually be found h» the 
once genteel home, where sometimes its little cracked 
voice still speaks as a piano, bot more.often is shut up 
forever, the case on 1/being considered worth standing 
room for the pile of odds and ends which can be 
placed upon it. 
Sometimes it still stands revered in a little country 
parlor and mingles sweetly yet with the children’s voices 
m the Sunday hymns. It even flashes out a dance tune 
when called upon, gaspingly to be sure, but not resent 
fully, forgetting the fact that once in the good old time 
aristocratic and trained fingers drew from it only the 
classical tinkle of Mozart or Haydn or Dnsaek. 
Bat principally the little piano has gone steadily down, 
sold and resold, until it has finally reached the junk shot) 
or the cellar.—New York Her aid. 
HINTS ON TEACHING. 
The point about care in the very first instruction can¬ 
not be Loo strongly emphasized, and that every parent 
should expect his child to lay first a good, solid, scien¬ 
tific foundation in technique. 
If Children were brought up to read music as they read 
their primers, and were kept at the pianos as a duly, as 
the little Germans are, instead of making practice dp- 
tional with the child, we should have a very different 
musical staudard in this country. 
In some cities the public schools are making a start 
in the right direction ; and, if a suitable aud practical 
system comes into general use, the next generation will 
be much more musical than the one now rising. I hate 
recently visited schools where children of eight were 
carrying two-part harmony reading aUight—and doing 
it accurately, too. 
This, of course, is all vocal music1; but that is so 
essential to any sort of instrumental music that, if possi 
ble, I would teach all my pupils to sing before they 
played a note. apd then, combining the two, they should 
sing every tune they learned to play. 
Unfortunately, as yet, people are not willing to wait 
for all that, so we £ave to begin in the middle and work 
both ways, with infinitely more pains to teacher and 
Bcholar. 
The practice of learning good music by heart is com¬ 
mendable, bot it may be carried too far. For'instance, 
I know a $oung girl who commits everything she learns, 
even to eludes and Bach fugues. As she ^ studying all 
the time, she naturally cannot keep them all in practice, 
and so it is only a few of her latest attempts that she 
ever can play, while, the habit of playing without her \ 
notes A) constantly makes her a very indifferent reader, - 
so that she scarcely can manage anything not recently 
committed. r 
I think it should he considered a part of a liberal edu¬ 
cation to know the theory of music as thoroughly as any 
other branch of science, and ihe history of it as well as 
ancient bistory, or the history of art, even if one never 
practices enough to become a performer. This iB really 
the least noticed of any of the departments of mnsic. 
Some may think it enough merely to execute without 
knowing anything about it; but it should be reversed— 
everybody should know, and should play on some in¬ 
strument as much as is necessary to that knowledge, and 
then the few should execote in a manner to delight such 
an intelligent public.—Canadian Musician. 
A NOVELTY. ' 
Mrs. May Silva sends The Etude a programme and 
letter explanatory, of “An Evening with Schumann.’’ 
The programme was played by pupils, and each bad a 
programme upon which was a few measures of the piece 
that he or she played, written by hand. Otf^hach pro¬ 
gramme was a minature photograph of Schumann. On 
the inside was found the full programme of twelve num¬ 
bers. On page three were twelve questions on the life 
and works of Schumann. One of the twelve numbers 
was a biographical essay about the composer. Prizes 
were given to the pnpil and to the member of the in¬ 
vited audience answering the most questions, and, also, 
a “booby” prize was given to both -divisions of the 
^audience. 
The programmes can be all printed by the ordinary 
printer, but the few measures of music, and the miniature . 
pho'ographs, which can be had at small cost. Theprinter 
can print the staff with his printer’s rules. Doubtless 
the audience will remember much regarding the life and 
mnsic of the composer heard under such cironmstances. 
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PUBLISHEB’S NOTES. 
This issue is delayed somewhat owing to the Summer 
Music School taking up most of our time during the last 
month. 
* * * \. 
In this issue appiars a lull-page description of our 
latest pieces, from 1463-1620, (exclusive of 1600—1699 
which numbers are reserved for cabinet-organ pieces). 
These pieces are all good and what is said about them 
can be relied upon. In making your selections for next 
sea^pn don’t forget to consult this list, nsiDg numbers 
only in ordering. 
#*■»** 
We are getting out a new work for beginners, by M. 
L. Brown, entitled “ First Studies in Reading, Rhythm, 
and Expression.” It is a musical instructive work that 
will interest the average beginner who has had some 
instruction in the rudiments. It contains 32 pages of 
pleasing graded work which every teacher will be 
delighted to use. The author is one of New York’s 
most >mpetent and active teachers of the widest ex- 
penenc-.-, especially in teaching beginners. The work 
will be sent for 26 cents if sent in advance of publication. 
The plates are all engraved aud proof sent to the author, 
who is now in London, England. It will be ready for 
Fall teaching. All who wish to avail themselves of the 
special offer have no time to lose. See advertisement of 
wprk io_another part of this Journal. 
‘ ***** 
Thi work “ Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Pres¬ 
ent,” by H. Ehrlich, oT which a full notice appeared in 
last issue, is one no subscriber to The Etude can afford 
to miss. The special offer will continue in force until 
it appears. Seventy-five cents will procure the work 
when published if subscribed for now with cash in 
advance of publication. We took occasion to present 
this special offer to the students of the Summer Music 
School, at which time the original German copy was 
shown and explained ; as a result nearly every student 
*ot the school subscribed for it. It is a new and beauti¬ 
ful work of about 130 portraits and sketches of the lives 
of celebrated pianists. Suitable for presents as it will 
be handsomely bound. The price of the German copy 
is $3.60; from this may be seen what a bargain it is to 
get it for 75 cents with the addition of American Pianists. 
Grade IX of “ Mathews’ Standard Studies for Piano” 
is almost ready for press, it will contain the following— 
“A Study in Thirds,” Isado Seirs; “The Nightin¬ 
gale," Liszt; Two studies from Clementi’s “ Gradns;” 
Three studies by Henselt; Chord Study by Hans Seel¬ 
ing; Saint ^aens-Bach Gavotte in B Minor—Fugue in 
C Minor of Bach. No. 1 of Kreisleriana of Schumann. 
In all 30 pages of material for advanced Btudy that could 
not very well be collected. The piece by Henselt in this 
issue, “ Romance, with Choral Refrain,” is taken from 
this collection. This month will most likely close the 
special offer for this Grade, and all who desire to avail 
themselves of our offer of 25 cents a copy postpaid must 
send in orders this month. 
Embellishments, by L. A. Russell, which has been 
recently issued aud over 700 copies sent out as advance 
orders, has been received by the profession in the 
warmest manner. It is clear, systematic, and useful. 
It clears up all the misty and confusjd points about 
ornamentation. With it no one need to ask how such 
and such a trill, mordant, ancient sign, etc., is executed. 
There is nothing1 in the whole range of musical orna¬ 
mentation but what receives a satisfactory treatment in 
this work. We advise all who have not a copy to get 
one for reference. 
« * 
* * * 
The yolnme of “Selected Studies of Concone,” by 
C. B. Cady, id in the hands of the engraver. Of all piano 
studies none equal Concone for melodic flow, and all 
within range of pppils of third or fourth grade on a scale 
of ten. This volume contains nearly 60 pages of the 
loveliest study pieces, with copious notes and exact words 
of interpretation. The work will be sent to,, advance 
subscribers for only 26 cents cash with order. We hope 
that the book will be ready for Fall work. 
AN INCIDENT. 
BY R. S. HENNING8. 
" A pleasant-looking youtfg mechanic, a carpenter, 
called one evening to ask me whether it would be possi¬ 
ble for a man of his age, 27, to learn to play the cabinet 
organ. Almost unconsciously I cast my eyes over his 
hands. He noticed^he look, and assured me that he did 
not expect to execute difficult music, his ambition being 
to play some simple tunes only. I told him in that case 
I would try and do all I could for him. He was very 
enthusiastic and made astonishing progress, spending all 
his evenings, as he told me. at his instrument. It was 
not very long before he could play all his favorite tunes 
quite acceprably, which made him feel so very happy 
that his gratitude knew no bounds. 
“One evening I was returning from a somewhat ex¬ 
tended walk through the suburbs rather late. The 
lamps were lighted in most houses, and, having the bad 
habit of peering over people’s fences, from an irrepress¬ 
ible curiosity to see something of the life of the inmates, 
my attention was arrested by a singularly attractive 
•picture of domestic happiness. 
“ It was a neat little cottage, new and tastefully built, 
with a well kept little flower garden in front, and a cozy¬ 
looking porch almost covered with creeping vines, 
Through the half opened blinds I could see a stalwart 
young man seated before a little organ, playing a famil¬ 
iar piece, and singing a sonorous bass to a very sweet, 
mellow soprano voice, whose owner stood beside him 
with one hand resting upon his shoulder. In the middle 
of the room, seated upon the carpet, a rosy-cheeked little 
baby was playing with a white kitten with a blue ribbon 
around its neck.—Oh, yOn rogtie I I thought, as I noise¬ 
lessly stole away, that, then, was the cause of all your 
industry and hard work with your clumsy fingers, and 
you never told me I But yon are well paid, and I gladly 
forgive you, for you are happy I ” 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I wish to say of Mr. Howard’s “ Practical Harmony ” 
that it is well arranged, logical, and sufficiently detailed 
to be of value even to students who work alone. It has 
the .spirit of the careful teacher and it should induce the 
habit of careful thought. Thomas Ta^Per. 
Your “Romantic Studies” (Wilson G. Smith) op. 67 
please me very much, especially the “ Gavo'te Pastor¬ 
ale.” You seem to have a special talent for writing 
Gavottes. I know three of them and they are all origi¬ 
nal. Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler. 
I have just received my June number of The Etcde 
and find it as usnal, full of good ideas. Those of us who 
are remote from musical centers find it an inestimable 
assistance in our teaching. I circulate my copieB freely 
among .my pupils, who do mnch more satisfactory work . 
than ever beiore. I hope to send some subscriptions 
during the Bummer vacation. Hattie M. Warner. 
“The Embellishments of Music,” by Louis Arthur Rub- 
sell, is an excellent and a long needed manual; alike 
valuable to 1)0:11 the earnest Btudent and conscientious 
teacher. Harriet L Beckwith. 
“The Embellishments of Music,” by'L. A. Russell, 
has just come to band. I find that it is a clear, com¬ 
plete, much needed and useful work at a moderate price. 
It is exactly what Mr. Russell says it is, “ A hand-book 
for the professional musician, the student, and the ama¬ 
teur.” Every one will be pleased with it I am Bure. 
H. A. Rokhner. 
Received Russell's “ Embellishments of Music ” last 
week. 1 had been looking forward with great expecta¬ 
tions for its appearance, knowing the character of your 
publications. I am not disappointed. I have no hesita¬ 
tion in expressing the opinion that tbs book will, as it 
becomes generally known, be adopted as the leading 
printed authority by the better class of teachers ana 
students. It is very carefully edited. The English is 
clear aud easily understood ; it is conservative, and 
withal, progressive. The various topics are systemati¬ 
cally arranged, with heavy type headings which cannot 
fail to enlist the earnest student’s attention at once. 
References to other writers are made in an affable and 
courteous manner. AU in all, the work adds much to 
the musical literature of onr day, and I am very glad of 
an opportunity to speak a pleasant word for iu 
F. H. Lewis. 
Let me say that your promptitude and efficiency in 
delivering orders, is remarkable. It is to me, and I 
am sure to your numerous .patrons, also, a source 
ot great pleasure to deal with a house so prompt and so 
courteous. F. J. O'Connor. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one Insertion, 
payable In advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to Insure publication In the next number. 
MR. WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD, the eminent 
virtuoso, has for several years directed the piano 
department of the Chicago Conservatory, adding there 
constantly to his already great reputation as a teacher by 
the number and quality of the artist pupils he has trained. 
But whileghp is peculiarly adapted for the work of a 
teacher ancWemarkabfy successful iD that field (a field, 
by the way. which he has not the slightest intention of 
abandoning) be is nole-s, but if possible, even more suc¬ 
cessful as a concert performer. In fact he regards the 
concert room as his peculiar domain, and in it he calls to 
his aid his gif's as ananalizer and teacher, often making 
plain jn words to his audiences thexworkB on his pro¬ 
grammes that are of special significance. His pianism, 
magnificent both in execution and interpretation, ia too 
well known to require comment here, but it may be re¬ 
marked that having been written down some time ago by 
eminent European critics as of the same quality as that of 
Rubinstein it has been received with constantly increas¬ 
ing favor by the press and public of America. For the 
coming season Mr. Sherwood has decided to'bnlargp the 
proportion of his time given to study and public perform¬ 
ances. and to that eud has placed his concert and 
recital business in the hands of Mr. C. B. Way, Manager, 
who may be addressed at No. 403 Chamber of Com¬ 
merce Building, Chicago, III., for terms and da'es. 
la P. Be’nT CONTINUES TO MAKE GREAT 
records with the “Crown” piano. Not satisfied 
with the wonderful record of these instrum* nts at the 
World's Fair, where 61 “Crown” pianos were chosen 
by the official commissioners Tor use in the State and 
Foreign Buildings during the Fair, and which were so 
highly endorsed by eminent musicians throughout tbe 
.country, he is still pushing to the fore, and is making a 
record during this dull season of running his factory on 
full time and creating a demand for these instruments. 
There is no piano in the market to day which is more 
honestly made and with which more care is 'aken to see 
that each instrument leaves the factory perfeef in every 
detail. They are the highest type of high grade 
piano manufacture, and have a tone wh’ch is rich and 
mellow and a touch which is superb. The aim of this 
house is to build the best.piano possible and sell it at a 
living profit. It is therefore the piano for the dealer and 
the piano for the artist. 
MrTlecTpold GO DOW SKY. THE CELE- 
brated pianist and composer, has been engaged 
as piano teacher at the Broad Street Conservatory of 
t Music, Philadelphia. Mr. Godowsky is a pupil of Saint- 
Saeos, and is an artist of wonderful capacity. He has 
also composed upward of a bundled works that have 
received high praise from European and American criiics. 
He will give a number of recitals during the concert 
season. 
A LADY OF SEVERAL YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 
desires a position as Teacher of Piano aud Har¬ 
mony in Borne school of mnsic or boardine school. 
Can give references. Address E. J , Etude Office. 
WANTED—BY A YOUNG LADY. A POSITION 
ns Teacher of Pinno Music. Diploma—testi¬ 
monials—experience. Address Miss Lily 0. Donnan, 
Fillmore Street, Petersburg. Virginia. 
(DA EACH WILL BUY TWO TEACHERS’ TECH 
nicons as good as new. Address B. x 7, Detroit 
Conservatory of Masic, Detroit, Michigan. 
A FINE OPENING FOR A VOICE TEACHER. WANTED IN A LIVE SOUTHERN CITY A 
first-class teacher of the voice. A gentleman of 
ability and experience can secure a large class. Field 
entirely open. Musical Association needing a Director. 
Church position vacant. A decidedly eood opening Cor 
the right man. Address A, care of Thko. Presscr. 
ISS MARY h!bURN HAMS MUSIC SCHOuL4 
reopens October 16th. Piano. Organ, Harmony, 
Musical Dictation. Analysis. Teaching lessons, etc. 
For part'culars. addr<*s« Miss Mary II. Burnham, 106 
East 74ih Street, New York City. _ . 
A NEW MARCH FREE. 
A Special Musical Gift to All Reader* of “The Etude." 
The -rery latest musics] composition to snliat popular appro**! ia 
“The Broad Street Conaervatory March.” comp-eed by a young Phila¬ 
delphian. RoUod H. Smith, a pupil of the popular insiiroilon to *«'«>"> 
hia work ia dedicated It I* highly loapirlug. augge*m« u it l» o the 
..popular marches written by boiia* Ii has beeo iT.i*> by all the lead- 
in* iheatre orchestras ami concert band* of the Quaker City, and *« 
the asMtde and mountain ree.-rie The piano part of Ihia sxcrllent 
inarch ha* juat b*e*Jaaued. and throiuh a apodal arnin»awal w in 
the author we aro enSblrd lo present a copy free to every reader ot lint 
neper who will aeod nam* and addrriw. eocloelu* *»ia cent# in otnni|-a to 
cover mailing aod pelage, lo The Hroad Str-rt ConaervaU-ry of 
IS31 South Broad Street, Philadelphia. The retail price of the March 
la 40 cent*, and thl* la an oiler thanbould be appreciated by our muaicai 
friend* 
HOW TO BU TO THOSE WHO CONTEMPLATE PURCHASING A PIANO, tve address 
this short paper, which contains a tew practical tacts OD the subject. . 
To begin with, it is always advisable to buy the very best piano that 
can pay for. This applies equally to persons .of fastidious musical tastestqfffcose 
-of indifferent taales, end to fhe student, whose tastes ate still to be formed; ..-Very 
musical people are not the only ones who require the best instrument. Taste .ip music 
is a growth and the cheap piano which satisfies the purchaser to-day, wib show short¬ 
comings to-morrow in the clearer light of increased knowledge. A good piano ts 
especially essential to the Btudent because it is a most important factor in his musical 
education. , , . , 
The successful purchase of a piano requires precisely the same outlay of common 
sense that is expended on the purchase of any other commercial article. There is no 
mystery surrounding a piano ; its every artiBtic excellence is capable of simple analysis 
and explanation, and is attributable to inventions of construction, duly patented and 
embodied by expert and therefore costly labor. There is a glamour sometimes inten¬ 
tionally thrown aroand the subject by interested parties. As a consequence, our own 
salesmen aie to-day less occupied in praising our own instruments (which speak tor 
themselves), thau in removing the erroneous impressions mad* upon thepurchaser by 
the salesmen of cheaper wares. For instance, it is often awered by Utter 
vou overpay for a Sieinway piano because oT its great name. This is the ancient cry 
of venders of all cheap wares ; but in dealing with most other articles the purchaser 
has some knowledge of the goods, and perceives the falsity of-lhe argument, while a 
layman can have no knowledge of what it costa to make a fine piano. He knows 
neither the work required, nor the cost of expert labor. Hence, he turns a willing ear 
to any plea for less expenditure. Uuconsciously, he wishes lo be convinced, and the 
wish is the tatber to the thought. The argument itself is entirely untrue and puenle. 
You do not pay for hny man's name, but for the sterling article which bears that name. 
Competition,—that balance wheel of trade,—relegates each piano manufacturer to hia 
proper position in the trade, and prevents any house from obtaining high prices with 
which its goods are-not commensurate. You pay no one for a name. 
The house of Steinwuy & Sons is nearly a half century old, and among our intui¬ 
tu ttrable pairons are Borne of the shrewdest business men of the country. i“fy have 
Doughl Steinway pianos not once only, but again and again, for their children and 
grandchildren, as one generation has succeeded another, find deemed them cheaper 
than inferior pianos at smaller prices. Experiment a trifle on your own account; 
lertake a tour of tlr€ piano warerooms. Your first discovery iB that you can njake 
intelligent comparison of different makes of pianos, because, except at an exposi¬ 
tion, you never mb all the better makea^ogether, and because to unpracticed ears most 
new pianos souhd fairly well when there is present no better instrument with which to 
compare theij. Strive as earnestly as you may to remember qualities of tone, you will 
fail and ultimately will return home with your arm full of piano literature, your ears 
weary with a Babel of sound, and your mind confused by contradictory statements. 
For instance: “X1’ is accused by'*Y” of charging overmuch for his great name. 
This, in turn, is refuted by “Z,” who exposes the fallacies of "Y a pretensions, but 
forthwiih advances hia own claim to rank with ,lX.” Meanwhile, both “ Y” and 
“ Z” are equally in error, because the instruments of each, as they well know, are at 
that very moment sold throughout the country, in the same warerooms, alongside the 
instruments of “X,” and no equality as to merit is even suggested by ihe couiflry 
dealer. On the contrary, he represents them as being thoroughly distinct in grade, 
merit, cost, and selling price. At the end of your investigation you will appreciate the 
paradox that in realizing that yon know nothing of pianos you- know a great deal,— 
know that you need to obtain intelligent guidance. . N 
At this point permit us to suggest to you the exercise of your usual discretion. 
Go to the house'whose piano has ranked facile priuceps for so many years. If its 
instruments are within ihe reach of your purse, buy one ; if not, pstfuest guidance a* 
to how to proceed further. Discretion will justify you at the time, ind experience will 
justify you a thousandfold later on. The purchase of a Steinway is al ways an excellent^ 
investment, because, after many years of use, these pianos still retain an unapproach¬ 
able commercial value, aud, musically speaking, their original freshness of tone. 
Th**y have not only lasted well, but they have been a solace while they lasted; they 
have more than pleased, they have satisfied. 
The manufacture of the Sieinway.Piano is no! upon conventional lines; it is a 
certain ideal tone incorporated for all time in the wood and steel qf the instrument. 
It is afl sincerely true art as the painting of the great masters, but we have this advan¬ 
tage’: The painter cannot work by proxy, whereas we, through our factory, can repro¬ 
duce our chefs d'ceunre indefinitely. ... 
Regarding the tone, touch, and durability of our pianos, we cite from innumerable 
testimonials the opinion of a few great arlis e and acousticiaus, whose assured position 
in the world of music and science entitles them to speak with undoubted sincerity and 
authority. 
QUALITIES WHICH ARTISTS FIND IN THE STEINWAY PIANO. 
-SENSITIVE TONE AND 
POETIC OUALITT. 
EVENNESS OF SCALE AND 
GENERAL SUMMARY OF OPINION. 










1 would express my etithiiHiusin, 
iempiration, aud utitaiiuded joy in 
■ in ulual beauty of Tone. t 
PadereuAbl. 
Tone llie rasence of poetry. It* 
vAon-leiful beauty ami sympathetic 
quality, ft* richness and grin like 
npurklc itUii brilliancy. uri— from 
the perfect purilv of the cutnjMiictir 
part* of the tune. 
Emlpolf. 
POWER WITH PURITY OF TONE. 
NOBLE QUALITY. 
DURATION OF SINGING TONE. 
ENDURANCE OF INSTRUMENT. 
CONSTRUCTION. 
Id 
aud wonderful instru- Perfoclion of touch and median- 
mvuM, jiSITl. 
PmlerewxkL ■ _ Piaderewakl. 
The action is perfection itself, r«* 
8!>oiuling wlili tbe utmost prompt! 
tude to the mbst delicate ami 111 • 
moat powerful touch. Under Ilia 
Mmtrblme piano*. navereat trials its wonderful praefe 
lu them 1 have found uiy ideal iun, elasticity, aud power remain 
inetruuirut. unchanged. 
Have used the piano* of nearly 
all celebrated manufacturer*; none 
posses* lu Hitch a marvel,ms degree 
that *\ ini Hllietio. poetic.awlMuging 
t.,ne wtnrli distinguish,-* the Stein- 
ay atari all uihcn 
Patti. 
The magnificent Steinway grand 
piano in my music fbotn proa-uts a 
iiaruiumc totality ul admirable <iual 
ititvi I'crmit me the expression of 
my undisguised admiration. 
Unit. 
| The lone i* enchantingly awn-el; 
similar in quality to that of u 
slriuged instrument and to I lie liu- 
i tuaa voice. 
Jowtry. 
; Their essentially nwble and jnielic 
quality render* theae instruments 
wonderfully sympathetic to uic. 
I consider your grand piano* ii 
cubq>u ruble. 
Eaiuea-Htory. 
Noble in all register*. 
Affording delight ex 
mno-weary lingers. 
.11 my long and difficult Jour- 
j ney* over America, In a very Indent¬ 
ion t sea*,iti, I have used your tinri 
| vale-1 piano* exclusively in public 
Grandeur and power. 'and private with die moat eminent 
Paderewski. I satisfaction and effect. They have 
— —■ ' done full justice to lliulr world-wide 
rnpulutiourUith fur excellence and 
cujxu ily for enduring th*> severest 
; iriaie Rublmleln. 
No other Kumpean or American 
Great oat poeaitde volume, depth, pianos known to me aucli 
aud sonority. extraordinary durability under the 
Fatal poll. severeaT uaago f-Taalpfeir. 
As l.iazt once at oral among the 
piano players of bis tune, ihe Mrin¬ 
way concert grand stands t fed ay, 
solitary, without a rival, a The new Stcinway grand is 
The absolutely perfect action of 
llie Stein way pianos renders them 
Ihe indispensable ally of Ihe execu¬ 
tive artist.. 
Joseffj. 
e a mong all 
glorious t mis ter pieep in power, so ! contemporary in-trumenta of its 
i to my old. nortly, singing quality,and perfect!kind IWUli Liszt snd Steinwuy 
luii momi' effects. | reached their aim Making the at** 
l.iazt. Liaat- taiuun ills of ltit|>ortatit predecessors 
-15T- J their l««ia of o|>*ratlon, they, as 
pal b-brsakerw.lead nil other*. «l» ivy* 
I inventing and creating Something 
new If Liszt l>e recognized us the 
creator of modern piaHo-lecbinc, 
Sonorous. In grandeurand jwwer Steinway must ba designated as the 
equaling llieorchastra. founder of modern piano-making 




fer your pianofuriea to all 
od Rcenuut of their sympa- 
iud noetic lone.~ 
Jtebllg. 
Evenness, richucBS, aud surprising I 
duration of lone. 
Uentler. 
Wonderful evenne*s throughout^ 
their scale. | 
Mebllg. | 
Sonority and richness. 
1, 




uequaled capacity for remaining 
in tune a great length of time. 
<»r rater.* 
Opacity for remaining in perfect 
tune atid.order under the severest 
trial* ,»f travel, chunges of atmi*. 






ADELE AUS DER OHE. 
THEODORE THOMAS. 
Improvisation* find inspiration in 
it* powerful and delicate vibration* ; 
emu lowers a [uvlei te w hich will fur- 
oish the thousand uuances required 
lor the i literprelal iou uf work* 
eurictuxl by the modern conquest* 
ol instrumentation. 
Oou nod. 
The time is not ouly Urge and 
round, but exquisitely sensitive and 
fresh. These qualities make the 
"Suoiiway piano belter adapted lo 
caulabile playing at one extreme, 
O tilt* 
| at the other, than any other piano I 
The Stein way 
what the tjtradlva 
linbt. 
Perfect evenness from the lowest 
tone* to the highest , the Utter of a 
distinctness I never board before. 
_ Nrldl. 
The scale is very even in the best 
sense „f the word,—ihe -basa rich 
und pure, the treble singing and 
full, the upper octaves round, and 
replete with vitality and character. 
The Stein way piano is a harmoni¬ 
ous creation of url, individual 
i artist l 
PUninta will find ne’ 
for special effect*. 
tioanod. 
They art, superior lo all that I 
have beard or tried to the present 
i day, and In giving yon thin certitl- 
Souority splendid and essentially cute, I not only fulfill h duty of con 
noble. You have discovered these- science, hut render justice to llie 
ere! of lessening, loop imperceptible man and msimliu-tuu-r who hat rt- 
resonrcea isdat the unpleasant harmouic of aiived it) his pr* duel ions the greatest 




Enchanting pianos and glorious 
fortes. 
Neldl. T consider the Stelnway piano the 
best piauu at present kmdo, slid llial 
I , is the reason xx by > use it In private 
'and also tn all my public-concert* 
Tli* action of the Stelnway piano,: . co iulf. V iImb 'nJtln that* high 
combining,as it doe*, depth, power.1 Their lA* U noble, sonorous, and hl«.n»ay Ai tv.ns rt.tain t •« h 
lightikub, and elasticity, affords the pure; even in th* utmost fortissimo which 
•Al,l tllill.-u. I.r |.AU«i»g lhr;lt I, rid, B|uri;'.vrr, it .uJ ,h..« ...... 
Au> der Ohe. 
and sxni|iullietic that the of-j must delicate shade* of lone color, carries so far i hat ll tnakr* llie im-sl Ii 
ten feel* a* il it h,*»>eBBed a living'ths m-wt piquant effects, and tlie drlUate pianissimo practicable ID e 
peisouality ul it* own. iuohI tremeudous bravotira .very large halls. 
, always 
r Obc. Ana dor Ohe. 
distinguished them I 
• tu use them in prefer¬ 
ence to all other pisuos. 
Then. Thomas. 
RICHARD WAGNER. 
H. von HELMHOLTZ. 
ARTHUR NIKISCH. 
JEAN and EDOUARD 
. EE RESZKl 
FRANZ ABT. 
SqFIA 8CALCHI. 
• I find your grand piano of won- 
drousU-auiy. It is » tf-blc work of. am amazed by the lightiu-s* and 
•urt- Wagner. Iili,|jct»cy of the Uiucii, couaiifern g 
- - The entire scale 1* retuarkalde for it* great volume of tone, and by the 
Wonderful sweetness The tone its evctiuwm, rich liras, and vuluuie | precise and perfect crsnatiou ot tour 
liquid siugiug, au«l haniHUiions. 'iof tone. (which tbe damper* effect. 
IIelusliollz. | __■_Ilelraholl*. Itelmhollz. 
i I demire to ex press lo y„u frankly , Th*v f',n,bin* •'! 'o 
my adn.irai.on of tbe noble ....Ring !"'•* b.gl.e.t |Hie*tble degree, ihelr 
ami wond. rfnlly synitmll.et c roue- Your niaKnU\rent grand piano. t„ue i» |,h-uc and *yu.|suhetic. corn- 
quality of your piano*, combined w hich w* have used during our blued with wonderful singing quid- 
w ith an extraordinary volume ot; tournee In America, la lu every re- tty snd sonority. supiamiMg Ihe 
f the pianist U* pro- sped a truly remarkable Instru-, voice most admirably. The touoh 
beautilulkiual effects, nirut We take real pleasure In land Xctlonis nnsurpaa»ed. light ai d 
; I withal orchestral. aiutlngtho fa^-t. Me Resske. 
chkslic, answering promptly to all 
| requirements. Scale tit. 
Our great tone maslerg. when! 
writing the grandest of their crea-j 
lions for the pianoforte, seem to| ... 
I.avo hud a presentitueut of Ihe Am amazed at ll.e prolonged du- 
deal grand piano 4* now attained ration ol ton,-, by which the instru- 
U.Ln.l«l i.l.Drfort..- AM j «"“> •>< cl""'U’- Nikiseh. 
COPYKIMItT, fHU4, by Stkinway A Sons, Nsw York. 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED FREE UPON APPLICATION. 
STEINWAY & SONS: Warerooms: Steiuway Hall, 107, 109, and 111 East 14th Street, new vovrre 
MgRgvq^Kwariw:rr" 
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New Works in Press. First/Studies ln Readin9- 
Mhythm, and Expression 
SPECIAL OFFER. 
Selected Studies from Concone. 
BY CALVIN B. CADY. 
The Studies are somewhat easier than Heller’s, and 
similar in Btyle. 
Graded Course of Pianoforte Studies, 
GRADE IX and X. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
This Course is giving the greatest satisfaction to all 
'n,- 
rIAN0F0Rf£ 
who f i using it. 
We will send these three works, when Issued, 
postage paid, to anyone who will send seventy- 
five cents In advance of publication. These 
works will all retail at $1.00 each. The offer 
will only be open for this month; 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST„ PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
METRONOMES. 
The best French Maelzel Metronome, 41 J. T. L.” 
trade-mark. This is the genuine French article—im¬ 
ported by ua direct. 
We sell these at the lowest price possible. 
83.00 Net without Bell. 
84.50 Net with Bell. 
Express or mail charges not included. Send 40 cts. 
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity 
Send all orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chostnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
B'ST 3VT_ X._ BROWN. 
An instruction book for young children and beginners 
in learning the pianoforte. This important work gives 
special attention to thoroughness in foundation work, 
ready note reading, correct fingering, equal facility in 
reading and playing with either hand from both clefB, to 
a clear knowledge of note and rest time-values, and to 
a right forming of the hand and touch. 
— SPECIAL OFFER— 
FOR INTRODUCTION. 
For 25 cents cash, In advance, we will Bend this 
new instruction book when issued. Now in press. To 
be sent out in time for autumn leaching. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
EASY METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
.A.. ROMMEL. 
PRICE #1.00. 
This Beginners’ Instruction 'Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise^has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 




School of Four-Hand Playing, 
VOLUME IXI. 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
FltlCE S1.00. 
Et«; I-Mhn«r, Marche 
Celobre, Lemhhoru, Dance Hongroiae; Hebnbcrt, Op. 78, 
Menuet; Baum folder. Minstrel 8ong; Cliopiu Funeral 
March; Scbubert, Marche Herolqce, 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
fob 
Equal Development of Both Hands. 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Musio in 
the English Language. 
Bound In handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tope. Put up lu boxea and 
»old only In completo seta. This new edition Include# the Index. 
Prio« for 5 Volume*, (including Index,) $18.50. 
'Prioe for Index, .... $2.50. 
idinu THEODORE PRESSER, 
4708 CHB8TNUT 8T., PHILA. 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
tP^JOE 76 OEISTTS. 
Thee, Octare Studies are of medium difficult., and selected from 
dpindler, Hnnten, BerUnl, Knllalt, etc. Thu j are of great educe- 
i tonal value ^ 
PALMER’S 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of Musical Terms. 
2000 term;© defined. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocke' 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING, 
With Particular Reference to the Development of 
the Third, Fourth, and Firth Fingers 
of each Hand. 
IIST TWO BOOKS, EACH 81-00. 
oomposbd roa pianofoktb by 
WILSON G. SMITH. 




SIMPLE. NIIEIIEIT, I EM, MS IIEIPEISifE. 
Prioe, Niokel-pli'ted, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. . 
Dictionary has recently been iaaued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
be in the possession of every person who studies •-“‘ILANDON’S WRITING BOOK 
diving the oorreot Metronomlo Marks after the 
Maelsel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Danoei. 
PRICE CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Cheatnui St., Phllad’a, P». 
SELECTED 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
C U A M El? STII D I PQ Thls Dew book 18 a &reat advance on anything hereto 
V IVI k l\ V I \J I fa Vi fore published in 'tbhi line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant Bubject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorough, clear, in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical m the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact prdaented. Any pupil 
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocaL 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT 8T„ PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
From the Von Biilow Edition. 
PRICE SI.00. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow 
editions, which are published in. sheet form, in four 
books. ThiB abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, 
TIME©. PRESSER, 
n08 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THIRTY 
HOME BUIES FOB MUSIC STUDENTS, 
" PhacticaI Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. 
b v r rvr ANN ivr ohb. 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
- THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PPS« 
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J ' %. 
ENLARGED AND REVISED. 
STUDIES IN MELODY PLAYING 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By HAMILTON O. MACDOUGALL. 
In Two Books, each $1.25. In Progressive Order. 
INGUSH songs ui BiLUDS TWO CONCERT ALBUMS 
Owing to the large demand for th'ese two vol¬ 
umes in-the past, we have just issued new editions 
of both, greatly enlarged, which have been thor¬ 
oughly revised and graded. We can now heartily 
recommend them aa the two best collections of 
east- melodious, refined musio published. 
Every piece in these two volumes has been se¬ 
lected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the com¬ 
piler, who, beiog a practical teacher himself, knows 
precisely what is needed to make this.primary study 
more of a pleasure than a study, and robs that word 
of all its terrors to young pupils. 
If yon find difficulty in interesting yonr young 
pupils, the publisher recommends you to give this 
work a trial. 
"We wish to make mention of the fact that the 
grading of these two volumes has received especial 
attention on these new editions. The following list 
of the contents of these volumes tells for itself the 
choice selection of composers represented 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME I. 
Macdougxll. K C .Preparatory Studies 
W run N. von . ..Op SI, No l To begin with. 
. ..Fvrget Me-Not. 
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS. 
LOW VOICE. VOL. L 
GEMS FOR ALTOS AND BARITONES. 
All that wfc-have said in our announcement# of the companion book# 
r nS Voice) applies with equal foree 
of songs for low ro.co-a continuationi of the 
popular song#, aucb as U here presented, it U ntereoting to note th. 
varied characteristic# of the compositions, embracing ~>“g» «»*"• 
on land and aea . aonga of love; aong# of the forge and mine, #011191 ol 
town and country ; £ng# of devotional or .acred character; <01.g# of 
daring and heroic deed#. The fame of the eompraera is 
they.tend as the greatest exponent# of ballad writing A. this collec¬ 
tion la intended, principally, for the use of AJtos Bantonra. the 
tones do not extend above K, while several are especially adapted for 
very low Base voices. The selection# are unsurpassed, and for use In 
concert hall of parlor this volume i» invaluable. 
°°Poptil#r English Bongs and Ballade for Low Voice. YoL 1. conUls- 
162 pages, printed from new plate#, engraved expreraly for thl# work 
on fine toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed 
portrait of Stephen Adam*. Musicians wifi appreciate the flue P*I*L 
excellent printing, and eubetantial binding (two etyle#-pu|>er ami hall 
cloth) of this book. , JT, 
' CONTENTS, 
FU.ll. (Tb») of w ...... 
Beaide Me .- ..  
..-.£35 
Cberette..-... ,, . . 
Chief (The) Mate’s Story...rvnuu 
Clang (The) of the Hammer. 
Deep in the Mine. —.-••• 




PRICE S1.00 EACH.- 
- A glance at the table of content* of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
mnsic. They are full sheet-music size, well printed on 
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten up. 
The mnsic is such as yon hear at concert* and musicalea. 















Techaikowsky, P . 
Founder, Alb. 
Schumann, Robb. 
Ruinacke, C . 
Rummel. J .. 
Macduuptll. U C. 
Rummel, J.......... 
Low.J  
Kaihbun, K. G. 
Kircliner, Kr~. 
Heller, St...... 
Bach. J Shb.„. 
....a.Evnnlug Twilight. _ - 
../^tWteipkue. 
/... .SuDiMny Morning. 
..Barcarolle 
.Hunting Song. 
. Spriog • Creeling. 
.Folk boog. Op 27, No. S 
. Cliaoaonelte. 
. (jndnr the Linden Tree. 
.* Festive Dance. Op HU, No. 7. 
.Italian tiutig Op. 39, No 18. 
.Christmas Bells. 
.lo the Church. 
.Nocturne 
. The Juyous Peasant. 
../.....From luul Nights. 
.Hand-In-Hand March 
.Christmas facto rule. 
..Rwanoce 
..Cheer 1 ul new. 
... ... .Rotnaoce 
.. Little Choristers. 
.. Cl* ile dung. Op. 47, No. 19. 
.Two Choral#. 
For a Dream'# Sake.— • 
furge (The) ..— •• 
Gate (Th«) of Heaven.. 
Golden Harveet.— 
I Told Too So. 
Kingdom (The) of Love.... .. 
Loyal Death ..  
Mighty (The) Deep...-. 
ona... 
Our Last Waltz... 
Out on the Deep.-. 
Outpoet (The) .(. 
Over tbe Harbor Bar . 
Promise (The) of Yrare..... 
Soldier's (The) Dream . 
Sung (A) from Heaven. 
They All lx»ve Jack.. 
Thy King.. 
Toreador, llolal. 
When Daylight Fades .. 
When the Lights are Ixtw. 
Wonders (The) of the Deep.-. 


























. . BverkeE 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME II. 
Tschaikowsky. P . 
\> dm, N. voo . 
ScKytte, L. 
W-.ltn. N. von .... 
Kullak.T-. 
Licbner, H. 
Sch v tie, L. 
Uellrr.St. 
Kavanagh. I ........ 
Lange, G. .. 
Kullak, T. 
U«ihm. C. 
ScYiytte, L„ ... 
Wllm. N. von. 





Handel. 0. F. 
Heller, Sl^.. 
Op 39, No. 17.OermsD Song 
...Op. 81. No 2.. . Hilarity. 
.. Op 69. No. 12 .. .Good Night. 
...Op. 81, No. LJ.(.rudlenuog. 
...Op. »l, No. 3.Grandmother Tells a 
Shuddering Tsle. 
,...0p 24.Scherzo * 
... Op. 69* No. 11.Fairy Tale. 
. Op 47. No. 4 .Sunday Morning. 
 Audante. 
... Op- 238. No 2.Potooalse in F, 
....Op 62, No. 12.Evening Bell. 
... Dp. 189. ............... Lillie Love Song. 
... Op. 69. No 6.In the Milt 
. . Op. 12, No 3.Village Musician#. 
....Op. 26. No. 0.Baicarolls. 
... Op 39, No. 21.. Sweet Reverie. 
... Op 62, No. 11 t.Waltz. 
....Op. 138, No. 9 ....—.Curious Story. 
...Op 39. No. 22......... The Skylark. 
...Saraband e. 
.Op. 81, No. 15.Slumber Song. 
Pap*r, Cloth Back, *1.00. Half Cloth, S1.25. 
POPULAR EHELISFSOHGS IBB BALLADS 
FOR HIGH VOICE. 
. VOL. 2: 
England has long been noted for her #ong» and hallads. This may be 
accounted for in the fact that the list of her composer# embrace# such 
foreign names as Pitisuti, Tu#ti, Gounod, Tours, Donza, Matte . and i ro- 
t£pe— master song writer# —who have found the highest appreciation ot 
their talents in ilie Eniliah i^ople and have eeltW lu their capital City, 
London. Their aaeo tatiim with such wrilers.Au Cowen, Allan a" atson, 
J udo, Thomas, Rod ney.Tem tile, a ml Mol toy—cutn|*mrrs of hnjtlwh birth 
— ha* been tbe means of blending the merits and bounties of all the 
European nations and producing the immensely popular song# of the 
present time. Tlie two volumes for high voice-Intended for .■soprano* 
and Tenors;—contain the choicest works of these flue component, and It 
Is difficult to couceive of better collections either lor attractiveness of 
character or variety of subjtx-ts. „ . „ 
Popular English Bongs and Ballads for High Voice, VoL 2. contain^ 
162 page*, printed from new plaice, engraved exprewly for this woi k,on 
fine-toned paper. The cover contains » correct aud t\n,,1), executed por¬ 
trait of Giro Pinsutl. Vol 2U a fit companion toAol l--nud those 
who powe»« the latter will want the former. Bound in two stylos—paper 
and lialf cloth. ___ , _ 
C027TE2TT8. 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2. Nocturn®. 
Tschaikowsky, P_ The Skylark. 
Mouakownkl, Op. 16, No. 1, 8er«n»d6. 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 62, Eondo In C. 
Mite boson, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
Kavanagh, I.. Op. 2, Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wilm, N., 6p. 14, No. 2, Can*onetU. 
lloufloley. Henry, Dance Antique, Bye-Gone Daya. 
Bondel, Ft., Op. 92, Nocturne. _ 
De Kontokl, A., Op. 370, Meuuet, Louis XV. 
Chopin, F., Op. 40, No. 1, Polonaiae. 
Bcbunaann, IL, Op. 28, Nocturne In F. 
Rubinstein, AntoD. Op. 8, No. I, Melody in F. 
Heller, 8L,0i> 46, No. 20r Village Feta. 
Schumann. K.,Op. 12L Slumber Bong. 
Dolioux, Ch., Op. 14. Marche-Hongroise. 
Bach, J 8^ Ix>ure In G. 
Rubinstein, A., Marche ala Turqua 
Beethoven. Op. 14. No. 2, Andknte.Celebre. 
Moeikowakl. M.. 6b. 23, No. 2, Germany. 
Chopin, F., Op. M, No. 16. Prelude. 
Meudelaeohn, Op. 62, No. 6, Spring Song. 
BchtiberL F., Op. 78, MenuetIO In B Minor. 
Rubinstein, A., Op. JO, KammennQl-Oitrow. 
Schumann, B .Op. 12, No 2, Soaring. 
Content!—Concert Album, VcL IL Popular. 
Doppler, J H., Op. 181 I Think of Thee. 
Moelling. Theo., EJfln Dance. 
Nowoczea, P., On the Hillk. 
Muller, W. A., Op. 112, No. 2. Polonaiae. 
Foe rater, Ad., Op. 63, Pe#cq of Evening. 
Goeideler, R-, Angels’ Voices. - 
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Blebl, A., Op. 111. Chiming BelU. 
Meyer, L.AHce, Value de Salon. 
Dorn. E., Break of Morn. 
Mac far re ii, W., Golden Slumbers. 
Goetdeler, R., Italian Peasant#’ Dane*. 
Waddington, E , Op. 19, No. 2, In the Grove. 
Hofer. W. L_Op. 12, TarantelDBurlesque. 
Le Harbe, W., The Sailor Boy’s Dream. 
Go Id beck, R., Op. 12, L’Amazone Mazurka. 
Goldner, W., Op. 3«^ Air, Moldave Mazurka. 
Gant, W . Op. 11. Words of Love. 
De Konteki, A., 6p. 369. Peraian March. 
Wienlawsk 1, Kuyawlak, Polish Danoe. 
These volumes, from the publisher’s standpoint, 
are all that good printing, clear type, and the best 
of paper can make them. 
Liberal discount to the profession. 
PUBLISHED BY 
ABSpSt Tet Present . 
Arfus# the Stream ....- 
All lo • Carden Fair. 
Angel’s Tear#...-. 
Answers ..1.... 
Ask Nothing More... 
Autcmn (An) Story.---- 
Babylou ... 
Call Mo Beck....«... 
Dream Sure... 
Entreut Ms Not to L«av« Thee. 
Eternal Rent .... 
Ever Dear... .......«... 
Golden Moon. 
Good iThe) Shepherd . 
Uotre. Deans Home . 
In Sweet September. 
Klss'iA) and Good-Bye.. 
Love’s Proving. 
Margarita.. 
No Ups Can Tell. 
One Morning. Obi So Early. 
Pardoned. 
Parted or Neur .. 
Sailor (The) B->y's Farewell . 
Saved by a Child .-.. 
Summer (A) Night.. 
Sweet Visions....’.... 
Toll Her I l-ove Her So. 
Watching the Embers. 
Were I the River. 
Yesterday, To-d#y, and Forever. 
Method for the Piano. 
OHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. 
Thi* work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing ' The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a Bimilar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It wiU be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready m a 
short time. 
THEO. PRESSER, 































4'ontpntN of English Hongs and BallnslM. for l.i 
Voice, Vol. II, and for High Voice, Vol. I, went on 
application. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philad’a. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
■T 
JOHN COMFOBT HLL1IOBI. 
Price $1.60, postpaid. ^ 
A comprehensive 'outline of musical hietoryjrom the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time ; espo 










Joseph C. Coupons, Edwin 
'Atlee Brill, and 30 other 
Eminent Artist Teachers. 
Accommodations for 
2500 Students. 
WAY BE ACQUIRED AT THE 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET, 
710 NORTH BROAD STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA.' 
IR 
HE Broad 8treet Con¬ 
servatory of Music is 





presenting to students the 
greatest possible advantages. 
The Faculty is composed- of 
teachers whose ability and 
st&ndiflg as musicians and 
artists are unquestioned. Its growth has not been 
spasmodic, neither has its success been attained by 
other methods than such as would establish its ex 
ception&l worth and superiority. Its pupils are con¬ 
ceded to possess the greatest practical and artistic 
knowledge, and many of them are now successfully 
filling prominent positions in schools, churches, in 
leading orchestras, and upon the concert and oper¬ 
atic stage. _ 
The Only Conservatory which successfully maintains a 
Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestra. • 
SEASON OF 1804-95 OPENS SEPTEMBER 3i>. 
Write for illustrated catalogue giving full informa¬ 
tion, terms, etc. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, 
1331 SOUTH BBOAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THIBD SEASON, 
1993-4. 




“History of MubIc,” “Famous Symphonies," “ 8tabat Mater,” 
“ Oratorios and Their tyrilere," “ Beetboveulana," “ Richard Wagner’s 
Heroines," “ American Music, Past, Present, and Future," etc., eto. 
For terms and dates address 
FREDERIC DEAN, A. K., 
No. 9 East 17th Street, New York. 
MADAME A. PUPIH 
WILL ACCEPT KHeABEMEim TOE UCITAU OH THE 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD. 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, RUmabeth, Jf. J. 
Madame Papin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad¬ 
vantages and Possibilities of the New Keyboard. Specially adapted 
for Schools and Conservatories ef Music. Highest testimonials and 
press notices. Send for circular. 
WM. KNABE & CO. 
GRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRIGHT 
Emm • Femes. 
composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
-n the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of tho composition, 
which render It clear to everybody when played. These “con' 
tiona ” are heartily enjoyed oy audience*, and serve to bring_ 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pisnlste and the 
*- and an a great stimulus to musical students. Addkeaa, 
MISS AMT FAT, 
83 West Slat Street, . New York. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
4383 South 38th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY ML{ln^7.^ru 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BOR8T, 
Teacher of the 
ORGAN — AND - PIANOFORTE 
8602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
\ No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Concert Pianist and Leotureh j 
Lecture Recitals at Schools and Musical Societies a Specialty. 
Address: Care DKson & Co., 453 Washington St.. Boston. 
Mr. Perry makes an annua] Western tour from October 1st to the 
holidays, and a Southern trip In January and February. Engage¬ 
ments In the Eastern States during the spring months. 
«TAME8 M. TRACY, 
y'\EIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1859-02 
PI AN I ST, TEACHER, AND WRITER. 
-i-TERMd:- 
100.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. $30.00 for twenty half-boor lessons. 
37 Fort Avene*, or Chlckering’s, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TEACHER OF PLANOFORTE 
JIAJSON'8 
Studio 8, 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Music Hall, 1 Tuesday Carnegie 
New Fork, J and Friday. 
141 Montague St., Brooklyn, J •day. 
lay, and Saturday. 
THE ^4 
LONDON COLUGUf MUSIC. 
POUNDED IB87. * INCORPORATED 1892. 
For Musical Education and Examination in 
Practical and Theoretical Music. 
GREAT MARLBORO VO U ST., LONDON, W., ENG. 
TEACHER OF PIANO 
(2uta.somm Syptesao. oF T®clmnAc). 
1019 rt Street, N. W.,- - - WASHINGTON, DvU. 
TEACHERS WANTED 
for every department of instruction by the Son thorn Xducational 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large number of vacancies reported from 
tho boot schools of tho South and S'"1'-* 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
AJVO CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC, 
WAHBEN, OHIO. 
One »f the oldest and most influential Schools of Music In North 
America. Catalogues free. 
S JUNIUS DANA, Secretary. 
Foundation Stud ten In Pianoforte Playing. 
By Stephkn A. Emery. Tbe very host method yet published for use 
with beginners, hud especially adapted for children. Price |1 25, uet. 
llesd and Hands. 
By Sti phk> A. Kmebt. Fundamental Technique for the Pianoforte. 
An introduction to Taueig's Daily Studies. Price 81 60, uet. 
STANDARD WORE*. 
Preparatory Pxerclsen in Pianoforte Playing. 
By Carl Faklticn. Price 75 cl*., uet. 
■ 6 Melodious Etudeis for Young Playern. (2 A-B.) 
By Ctin.N. Gublitt. Op. 1U8. Price fl.'Efi. 
Daxa's Pilacticax Haxxoht. 
Dana’s Practice!. Thoeoogh Ram 
Thx Art or Ftsok&uio, 
—13 00 
Natiohel School roa Comnrr... Li wuMU uuiuvi. »UA LOttan, ...- 
Paocuuffiaivx Studhs fob Violin™. 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA'S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
16 Progressive Etude* for more Advanced Pngrllct. 
(2 B-C.J 
By Cohn. Gublitt. Op 190. Price 81.25. 
30 Eaay and Melodious Studies for tbe Pianoforte. 
By Hicnry Maylatm. Op. 163. lu two books. Price 51 25, each 
book. 
WARREN. OHIO. 
■ELOfilOnS AND EAST STUMS 
FOB 
PIANO AND REED ORGAN. 
BY CHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE si.oo. 
Perhaps the moat popular set of Easy-Mtudie* ever issued. 
Preparatory School of Technique. (3 A.) 
lly Albert Biciil. Op. 13D. Pries 81.50 
Ten Ea*y Octave Studies. (3 B-4 A.). 
By Albert Bicul. Op. 140. Price 81-25. 
13 Kasj Octave Studies (In the Major Keys) for tl 
Pianoforte. 
By A. D. Tlunkr. Op. 20. Price 90 eta. 
Ctude Album for the Pianoforte. 
A collection of Etudes for the Pianoforte selecti-d and airanged in 
progressive order, llg Aetuch Yuotk. Price ll.liu, net. 
8pecluI .Studies in Presto Neales for Pianoforte. 
By Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price 81.26. 
13 Etudes for the Development of Technic and 
Nljle. 
By Ei A. MacBowcll. Op. 39.’ 
fi® 
Method^of Pianoforte leebnlqoe. 
Bv Cuari.ks BorrscUARUT, with additions by Arthur Kuotr. Price 
51.00, noL 
9 Hlnvler-Nluilien for the Musical ami Technical 
Development. (3 B-4 B.) 
By Artuvr Foote. Op. 27. Prica.5L.50. 
The Art of Phrasing. 
30'Vocalise* by C. Uloocneb-Castelli. Edited by G. Ff.dkhlkin- 
Bwk i, jirice 81-60. . fiopr&nu or Tenor, CoDtralto, Baritone, or Bass 
Book II, price fz.5u. Soprano or Tenor, Contralto. 
Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and apon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as uneaualed in tone’, touch, 
workmanship, and durability. 
Every Plano rally Warranted for 5 Tears, 
WM. KNABE «t CO., 
22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth Ava, near 20th SL, NEW YORK. 
811 Pennsylvania Ava, WASHINGTON, D. G. 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR AMERICA 
AND CANADA. 
,Prof. CHAS. I. E. HARRISS, Organisl of the Cathedral, Montreal. 
E. R. COWARD, Esq., Toronto, Canada. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Esq., Mus.D., University of Pennsylvania,-Philadel¬ 
phia. 
WALTER E. HALL, Esq.. F.C.O., Organist of Trinity Churdfi, Pittsburgh 
Prof. SIMEON BISSELL, Director of Music, Curry University. 
S. AUSTEN PEARCE, Esq., Mus.D. (Oxon.), New York City. 
D. J. J. MASON, Esq.. Mus.D., R.A.M., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
F. C. SMYTHE, Esq-, Mus. Bac , T.C. (Dublin), Principal Canadian 
College of Music, Ottawa, Ont. 
STOCKS HAMMOND, Esa.. Mus.D., L.Mus. (L.C.M.i, Organist and 
Choirmaster of the New Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Reading, Pa. 
Hi P. ECKER. Esq.. City Organist, Allegheny. 
Examination* in Pianoforte and. Violin Playing,Singing, Theory, and 
all branches of Music will be held In New York, Philadelphia, Toronto, 
and many citlos In America and Caoada, in June, July, and December 
next, wbeu certificates will be granted to all successful candidates with¬ 
out restriction to age. 8yllabmj,aud Forms of Entry ran be obtained of 
the Secretary, who will supply all particulars. Silver and Bronte Med¬ 
als and Book Prizes are ofla^pd for competition In accordance with the 
regulations. Applications for the Formation of new Centres should be 
made to tbe Secretary, who will furnish all necessary information. Tbe 
Diplomas granted by tbe College are Associate (A.L.C.M.), Associate in 
Music (A. Mus.L.C.M.), Licentiate (L.L.C.M.), and Licentiate In Music 
(L Mua L.C.JH•)• 
Local representatives are required for every city and town In America 
and Canada. All particulars can be hod on application to 
The Organizing Secretary for America: 
1>K. STOCKS HAMMOND, 
‘87 and 39 North Fifth Street; - READING, PA. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offert unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If yon are intending to study tfosio in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RICH, Director, 
OBBKLIN, #HIO, 
Twelve Vocallaei (eaay and progress!ve) for 
Soprano or Tenor. 
By Wiui. Bturm. Price 51.50. —— 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN. 
Etude Album for the Organ. 
A collection of Etude* for the Organ. Selected and arranged In pro¬ 
gressive order, with Kegiatniliou, Pedaling, and Fingering carefully 
indicated. By Evxbktt K. Tkckttb. l’rlc* Sl.5u, net. 
Etude Album for the Violin. 
A collection of Etudes for tbe Violin. Selected and arranged in pro¬ 
gressive order by Ciiarlu N. Allan. Price 81,25, net. 
A First-Clftsfrjflnalcal Education Furnished. 
A Faculty of Experienced TEACHERS. 
Exceptional Advantages for Hearing Music. 
School Conducted according: to University 
Standards. .-- 
■ for Catalogne, 
jflL A. BTANLEY, A.M., 
DIRSOTOR. 
Twelve Easy and Melodious Etudes for Violin, 
with Accompaniment of a Second Violin. 
By Charles Dakcla. Op. 194. Price 81 25. 
Primer of Musical Forms. 
Bv W. 8. B. Mathews. A Systematic View of tho Tvpical Forms of 





>y Vangfir m 
ementa of Harmony. 
by. A Clear and Concise Method of Teaching 
any yeHrv by the leading cuusorvatorioe »ud 
Supplementary Exercises, Chants, and Chorals 
to Element* of Harmony. 
By Stephen A. Emery. Trice 50ctB., net. , 
Graded Novelty List and other Catalogues seat upon' 
. - application. 
Mall Order* solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
It originated with us. and we brought it to perfection. 
Don’t oonfuse it with the cheap imitations 
that flood the market. Bend for 
Price and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO, 
320 South Tenth St, - Easton, Pa. 
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY, 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, 
0029 Main Street, Germnnlown. 
26TH S33.A_S03>T. 
Private and Class Lessons in all branches of Music. 
Term*, 97.50 to 830. 
INSTRUCTORS: 
Plano.—R Zeckwer, M. Leefuou, C. Samaiia, L. lluwe, R. llennfg, 
F. Cresa-iu, G. Ilillo, H. Mohr, Minure Suwer, Sutur, Tiers, Pavia, 
Heod-raoD, Hall, Walker, Price, Meedame8 W. and J Tier*. 
Janko IHaua.—L. Howe, 
Organ.—David Wo«d, K. Crr«*on, L Howe. 
Violiti.— G. Uille, M. van Geldor, B. Schmidt. 
Violoncello.—R. Hen nig. 
Focnf.^juPasquale RondiDella, Carl Schachner, Mis* M. Bucdiuger, 
Mr« Kunkel-ZImmprmAnn. 
Theory.—R. Zeckwer, F. Creaaon. 
Acoustics.—1L Zeckwer. 
Teachers’ and Pupil*’Concert* io our own Concert Hall, which con¬ 
tains a church organ by Hook A Hastings, blown by electric motor. 
1129 PUPILS IS ATTENDANCE LAST SEASON. 
Fur illustrated circulars, apply to 
jt^BARD ZECKWER, Director. 
Davis Spring Back Chair. 
The perfection in spring back chairs. It preserves 
the health, prevents round shoulders, and cures weak 
backs. One can practice twice as loDg and accomplish 
three times as much wilh perfect comfort. 
In twelve styles, ranging in price from $5.85 to $13.60. 
Send for complete descriptive catalogue, and send all 
orders to 
THEO. PRESSES., 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelnhia, Pa. 
T THE TMXKQ 
TO PRESERVE h 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
Tfffi ETODE BIDDER. 
It is Bimple but oomplet©, oiieap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
It has a solid wooden baok, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not; mutilate the content*. 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copieB, or a full year’s sub¬ 
scription, Of the Etude. 
Price, Postpaid, $1.00. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST„ PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Portraits of Great Musicians. 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHBjl. 
Prioe Jl.00. Postage and Tube, 10 eta. Extra. 
“ J5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Psckftl to go by Express st porchaior'i ehargo. 
The following are now ready ; — 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZAfiT, 
WAGNES, HANDEL, OHOPIN, LISZT, 
SOHUBEET, AND HAYDN, 
OTHHBB TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
Addrea THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
Unsurpassed for comfort for those who ait at their 




FAST AND PRESENT.' 
ILLUSTRATED 
With One Hundred and Twenty-five Portraits 
of European and American Pianists 
of the Past and Present. 
HANDSOMELY AND DURABLY BOUND IN 
CLOTH, WITH GOLD STAMP. 
Contains about 375 pages. Each of the one hun¬ 
dred and twenty-five pianists has a biographical 
sketch of from one to thirty-six pages. 
In press.- To be issued in the autumn. 
Price $2.60. __ ^ 
SPECIAL-CITES—FOB INTBODUCTION ONLY. 
To anyone sending.seventy-five cents caeh, in ad¬ 
vance of publication of this work, we will send a copy, 
postpaid. The postage alone will amount to one- 
quarter of this price. " » 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
